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Shah1.adu Khan. a tribal chiPf
t'lHJs(•n to app(•al to Zia for a
d(•clnraiion of holy war, said ht•

The
Cover
The decade at UNM began
with student protests and
ended with a scandal in the
Athletit: Department that
re<:eived national attention.
Police patrolled Central
Avenue in June, 1971 in
anticipation of the student riot
that soon erupted. In 1974,
black student athletes
boycotted track and football.
Also that year, American
Indian Movement leader
Russell Means spoke on
campus. Other speakers to
visit UNM during the 1973·74
school year included Angela
Davis, Stokley Carmichael
Phillip
Berrigan.
and
President William E. Davis
announced in December, 1979
that Heud Basketball Conch
Norm
gnenberger
and
USijistant Manny Goldstein
were sUilpended for suspected
irr<>gularities in the men's
basketball program.
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"'l'lu· l•·n·.ion h t h•·r<' and
bing c•onld haprwn." Yusuf
haid "W P b('li"w ihaL th!•
Hm;sians will sonm•r or latl'r
withdraw nm!l('aV!' Afghanistan
as an ind!'JHmdent country.
Oth(•rwise, the tribesmen will
havP to take up arms.
"This is why we are disturbed
and unhappy. .Even with their
modern weapons, we will be able
to hold the Russians for decades.
Some people are doing it already
on their own."
Western diplomats said this
possibility raised the alarming
specter of Pakistan becoming
embroiled in the conflict against
its will.
Many of the mountain tribes
straddle both sides of the poorly
defined border, which is more
open than it is closed.
"They are our neighbors and
we can't see them like this, oc·
cupioo by the Russians," Shah·
zada told Zia in his speech. "We
have one culture, one religion,
one language."
In his reply, Zia said, "I fully
understand your sentiments and
appreciate your spirit for J ehad
-- holy war. 'l'his martial spirit is
the hallmark of our tribal
culture."
But he also called for restraint,
telling reporters that only a ruler
of a state can declare holy war.
nn~·t

From the only restaurant
in town to guarantee
you will like our food
or your money back.*
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An a~uminu'!' and p~~per tecycl~ng eHort has hit UNM's campus courtesy of NMPIRG and New
Mextco Clttzens for Cloon Atr and Wster. NMPIRG Cootdinstot Richard Holden
Jd th
drums, doflllted by the University and p~~lnted by an art clsss, were distributed duringS:he Ia:,
wook of last semester. (Photo by Mark Poulsen 1
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Get 1 of equal value for free
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I
with this coupon and the purchase
1
I
of two large soft drinks
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Soviets blast U.S. Iranian policy
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) The Soviet Union Sunday night
blasted the Unit.ed States for
exerting "economic and military
pressure" against Iran in the
U.S. and then vetoed an
American proposal to impose
sanctions against Iran.
Soviet ambassador Oleg
Troyanovsky made his remarks
shortly after U.S. ambassador
Donald McHenry urged the U.S.
Security Council to adopt an
American-drafted resolution for

mandatory economic sanctions
against Iran.
Troyanovsky said the Soviet
Union suported the council's
repeated appeals for the release of
the 50 Americans held in the
occupied U.S. Embassy in
Tehran and continued to
maintain that their seizure was
illegal.
But he said the enforcement
measure would "exacerbate" a
conflict that could only he solved
with restraint and by peaceful
means.

McHenry told a tense council
"we must do what we can under
the {U.N.) charter to defuse this
most serious threat to peace and
world order. That is the object
and purpose of the collective
security system.
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Semester Pass ..... $28.00 a semester
for fulltime students only*
University Pass .... $ 8.00 a month
for fulltime students only*
•a fulltime student is registered for 12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours.
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U.S. policy, he said, "is taking
an increasingly hostile attitude
towards peace and detente."

may be purchased from Sun-Tran
at the UNM Bookstore
on January 17, 18, 21, 22, 23
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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"We must show Iran that the
worfd is determined to see the
hostages freed."
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1 /2 dozen frozen bagels
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and get $1.50 worth of food
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* Satisfaction Guaranteed
If at any time you order an item and you taste it
and find it not up to our high standards of food
return it for another item or get your money
back. However if you finish the item we will
assume that it met your satisfaction.
. The Posh Bagel
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day long. Let the Posh
wake you up for just 5<:
with the best coffee around.
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Free bus information.

Directly across from Yale Park

766-7830
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Commuter Pass .... $11.00 a month
for faculty, staff
or part-time students.

your city bus system
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Editorial

Prosecution rests
in deserter hearing

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Roller skates not best vehicle
Fvmyone stood mound the
punch bowl and talked. Not much
olso, just tnlkcd. It was a cold
wintor's eve, about midnight, and
the purpose for tho party became
most evident when someone
r;hannnd tho ctmnnel on the TV.
Ri!Jht there, before our very eyes,
(dr!IOyud two hours in the interests
of a<:cumr:y) was Times Square,
Now York. Tho regular hookers nnd
junkies and winos wore gone from
tho squaro, replaced by throngs of
singinn, drinking celebrants, ail
waitinn for the B~q Moment, when
tho nlorified lighted ball reached
maximum d1Jscont to symbolize tho
llO!Jinnin!J of the New Year and, for
tlw socond time in 10 years, the
Nnw Decade.
Tho most significant thing about
lnst New Year was that it seemed

so insignificant. Everyone at the
party spent at least the first 15
minutes of the new decade figuring
out how old he or she would be
after another 10 years, and ••hat it
would be like t_, be that age. After
the initial excitement of this
pastime wore off, tho punch flowed
more rapidly and the phrase, "Hey,
it's the '80s" floated around the
room like an incantation or a
mantra.
But "mantra" is a word of the
American 1970s, the decade that
took us from self-righteousness to
self-help, from protests to
pragmatic low-lying on social and
political issues.
A slew of facile generalizations
come to mind about the 1970s. Of
course the times change, but

referring to the past 10 years as the
"Me" decade is not very
enlightening. What is important is
to be aware of the transitions, to
acknowledge the changes and to
move forward.
Ten years ago UNM students
thronged to protest the killing of
students at Kent State. They
occupied the Student Union
Building, 131 were arrested and 11
people claimed to have been
bayonetted by the national guard.
By God, that was conviction. Be it
brave, idealistic or just plain
reckless is moot. Those students
involved themselves in greater
causes. Last fall, when President
Carter came to town, even the antinuke groups could barely manage a
meager demonstration. Passions
have cooled. The 1B-year·old

protesters of 1970 are the 28-yearold lawyers and doctors of today;
today's 18-year-olds seem to disco
the day away. Roller skates may
not be the best vehicle to move our
society forward.
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Vietnam has become a distant
memory; America has ignored the
veteran. Yet we still suffer from the
Vietnam syndrome. Carter's
conservative critics cry that he is
paralyzed by indecisiveness. "Iran
holds America hostage," to quote a
recent headline. And nowadays it is
by no means unusual to hear young
college students saying that the
U.S. should "Nuke the hell out of
Iran and send in the Marines."

r

So the pendulum swings.
Perhaps the ball at Times Square is
appropriate.

Marine
Corps
completed
presentation of its witnesses. The
hearing is scheduled to resume
Jan. 29, at which time the
defense wil take over.
If the corps decides to proceed
with a court-martial for Garwood, and if he is found guilty,
he could be sentenced to death,
The two weeks of prosecution
testimon, · presented so far covers
a period of just over two years in
the late 1960s and centers on a
series of tiny, jungle camps near
the Laotian border, where 19
POWs were held captive and
where six of them died.
But the story of Garwood's
remaining years with the com·
munists will apparently remain a
mystery until Garwood himself
breaks his silence, or until others
come forward to fill in the gaps of
the unaccounted for years.

Israelis hold American
citizen ·
Hanna has made frequent trAps
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JERUSALEM (UP!)- Israeli
authorities have refused to allow
family members to visit a U.S.
citizen of Palestinian extraction
who has been held without formal
charges since Dec, 23 on
suspicion of involvement with
guerrilla organizations, his sister
said Sunday.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Consulate in Jerusalem confirmed Israel has filed no formal
charges against lsa Hanna, 35, a
slaesman based in Rome for a
pharmaceutical manufacturer.
Hanna's detention was extended last week for an additional
30
days,
the
consulate
spokesman said.
Hanna arrived at Ben Gurian
Airport Dec. 22 for a Christmas·
visit to his family in Ramallah on
the occupied West Bank.
Security officials at the airport
ordered him to report the next
day for questioning to the Israeli
military
government
headquarters in Ramallah.
He was arrested at the
headquarters and held since, his
relatives said.
U.S. Consulate officials have
visited Hanna three times since
his arrest but the family has not
been allowed to see him,. his sister
Angel Kashou said.
She said he has been "treated
generally well" but complained
the family was not allowed to
send him warm clothing during
the first 12 days he was held.
Diplomatic sources said Hanna
complained to a U.S. Consulate
official that he was left '"blindfolded, kept in an unheated cell
and forced to stand for long
periods of time during his interrogation." But the sources
said he did not complain of
physical abuse.
A West Bank military source
said Israeli security forces
suspect Hanna of "having
connections with Palestinian
terrorist organizations." The
source said Hanna has not been
mistreated and thm·e was nothing

to the West Bank to visit his
relatives, his sister said. Before
taking the job in Rome a year
ago, he worked for another firm
in Tehran and Athens, she said.
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{UPI) - Mrs. Virgil Sickmann of Krackow,
Mo. , Betsy Morefield, a college student in
Virginia, nnd a select group of other Americans
across the continent are being held hostage by time
- 72 days with little sign ohelease.
They are relatives and loved ones of the
Americans held hostage by militant students and
the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's revolutionary
government in Tehran.
Sickmann spends a lot of her time these day
writing letters to Henry Kissinger, David
Rockefeller and President Carter asking why the
deposed Shah of Iran was allowed in the United
States - an event that sparked the hostage crisis.
Others spend their time hoping and praying.
And waiting.
"I think it's high time we tell them how we
Americans feel," said Sickmann, mother of Marine
Sgt. Rodney "Rocky" Sickmann. "I'm letting
them know what they've done to my son.
"I wish other people would write~1iem, also. I
don't know if it's going to do any good, I'm getting
very impatient,"
Betsy Morefield, 21, daughter of Richard
Morefield who is consul-general in Tehran, i~
optimistic about the eventual return of her father.
But her patience is wearing thin.
"The optimism is still there but that's not the
hard part," said Morefield, a University of Virginia
engineering student. "The hard part is to keep on
being paUent. There is nothing else we can do. But

it gets harder and harder to be patient."
She said she and her family were satisfied wit·h
President Carter's handling of the situation.
"He is putting the pressure on Iran and it take
time for the steps he is taking to reach full impact.
Also, we feel he is taking steps he can't tell us
about."
Richard Gallegos of Pueblo, Colo., father of
Marine Cpl. Billy Gallegos, said he also is satisfied
with the Carter administration's position.
"I think the president and the secretary of state
are doing all they can. We've just got to have faith
and hope for the best," he said.
Gallegos also said he baa a "gut feeling" the
hostages will be released soon.
"They {the Iranian students) aren't getting the
publicity now that they were when this thing
started and they've got to be getting as tired of
this as we are," he said.
Booky Cooke, 18, Ellicott City, Md., whose 24·
year-old brother Donald was serving his first term
as a consul at the embassy, said her family was
holding up about !Ill well as can be expected.
"We don't feel good about it. We think about
him a lot and pray for him. We've always expected
it would last a long time. I expect the end will be
sudden when it comes, but I don't think it will
come soon," she said.
Norman Homeyer of Wellsburg, Iowa, brother.
in-law of embassy employee Kathryn Koob, said it
was "like having a relative who is terminally m.
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CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.
{UPI)
Marine Corps
prosecutors have completed their
case against accused deserter
Robert Garwood, but the full
story of Garwood's 13 1/2 years
behind enemy Jines in Vietnam
remains a mystery.
During a hearing to determine
if Garwood, a Marine private,
will be court-martialed, seven
survivors of jungle POW camps
accused the man they called the
"white Viet Cong" of joining
forces with his communist
captors, standing armed guard
over his fellow Americans,
joining the communist army, and
participating in the interrogation
and indoctrination of POWs.
The investigative hearing,
equivalent to a grand jury probe
in civilian proceedings, entered a
two-week recess Friday after th
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Afghani guerrillas stalk Soviets
,J 1\J.ALABAD, Afghanistan
Hll'Il
By day, Jalabad is a

pPtl<'eful. tn'<l·lined frontier town
warmt1d by brilliant winter
sunshine, a welcome contrast
with Kabul, the barren and frigid
capital.
Hut. as the sun sets and a bitter
chill creeps back into the air, men
with blankets wrapped around
tlwir shoulders and heads emerge
carrying Soviet rifles and
automatic pistols. A few hours
later, gunfire erupts in the
distance.
!)(•spit<~ thl' presence of an
c•stimated 1,000 Soviet troops in
,Jalalnbad, 45 miles from thll
Pakistan border, the fighting is
between Mujahideens, or Moslem
f{Uerrillas, and Soviet-led Afghan
troops loyal to the Kabul
government.
'l'he Soviets are ostensibly in
control of J alalabad, located
midway between the precipitous
Kabul Gorge and the equally
spectacular Khyber Pass.
But residents says the Soviet
troops never venture forth from
their barracks just eust of town
on the road to Pakistan because
unt.i-Russian sentiment runs high
in J alalabad.

Armomd pesonnel carriers
munm'd by loyal Afghan troops
guard the approaches to the
Soviet camp, where anti·aircraft
guns, tanks, and trucks can be
glimpsed by passersby.
"'fhere is going to be a lot of
bloodshed in this country," a
long-time foreign resident said.
"People will never accept the
Russians.
'"!'hey will try their hardest to
Jet the Afghan army take care of
t.he Mujahideens," he said,
sitting in a sunnay garden of
orange trees and roses. "But if
they have to, they'll come out
und do it themselves. But there
will be a general uprising when
Lhe .Russians come out of the
barracks and take control."
Afghans in Jalalabad are
surprisingly open with a
foreigner about their anti·Soviet
and anti-government feelings,
once they establish that he is not
a Soviet.
Four of the approximately 100
Soviet civilian advisers in the
Jalalabad area have been slain by
guerrillas since the Dec. 27
Soviet-backed coup that installed
Babrak Karma! as president, the
foreign resident said.

"Barbrak Karmal says there
are Americans and GerrnanR and
Chinese inside Afghanistan," one
Afghan offered unsolicited. "you
tell him I only see Russians.''
The distaste for Karma! extends to a very basic level of
morality.
"The Moslem people do not
drink," an earnest young man
from Paktia province said. "The
Parcharns and the Khalqis they
are Moslems but they drink. It is
against our faith.'

The youth, who has been cut
off from his family because of
fighting in Paktia province, finds
little difference between the
quibbling politicians in Kabul
and their Soviet mentors.
"You take the Parchamis here
and the Khalqis here," he said,
drawing a diagram on a piece of
paper. "And you trake the
Soviets here. They are all the
same, all sons of Lenin.

''I want to go to another
country," he confided. "Here

there is no work and there is 'not
rest from the Russians."
Most of the. fighting in the
J alalabad area is concentrated on
the town of Surkhrud, just
southeast of Jalalabad, built off
the main road. Residents say a
24·hour battle took place from
Jan. 9 to Jan. 10, including a
by
sustained bombardment
Soviet-made helicopter gunships.

Soviet airline NY office bombed
NEW YORK (UPI) - A bomb blast tore
through the New York city office of the Soviet
airline Aeroflot Sunday, spraying glass onto
midtown Manhattan's fashionable Fifth Avenue.
!<'our passersby suffered minor injuries.
Police said an officer assigned to guard the
ground-floor office at 45th Street and Fifth A venue
saw a man wearing a ski mask toss a package into
the glass window at 6:07p.m.
Officer Jack Troy grappled briefly with the man,
who broke free and ran off.
"When they were about half-way down the
block," Sgt. Barry Williams said, "the bomb went
off.''
Williams said police took a man into custody
several blocks away. They described him as a

"possible suspect," but his identity was not
disclosed.
Separately, male callers claiming to belong to
the Jewish Defense League and Omega 7, an anti·
Castro Cuban terrorists group, telephoned United
Press International to claim responsiblity for the
bombing,
A UPI reporter who was walking past the scene
as the bomb exploded heard an enormous noise "like trucks backfiring" - that reverberateddown
the street.
The blast shattered storefront windows of the
Aeroflot office and destroyed windows of a posterart gallery next door. Large plate glass windows of
the Qantas Airways office across the street also
were.
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It can be tough not knowing anyone on campus. If
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Computer age already has arrived
Ever wonder what it would be
like to live in a society where
computers
dominate almost
every aspect of life - from
banking and medicino to washing
and drying the dishes?
According to Charl!ls Crowley,
assistant professor of computing
and information science at the
UNM, we are almost in that kind
of society right now.
Crowley said with the advent
some
new electronic
of
technology, co1nputers are
becoming more and more in·
volved with American society.
He said advances such as
computer-controlled tran·
sportation,
environment,
medicine and simpler inventions
such as computer linkage between employees and their jobs or
homemakers and the grocery
store are no longer science fiction
fantasy.
"With the development of
microelectronics, computers can
now be produced cheaply and
small enough to be used in places
never dreamed of before."
Microelectronics involves the
use of tiny silicone. chips (a
fraction of the size of a match
head), which can be wired to
handle circuitry that once
required compnents hundreds of
times larger. The technology
involved in that ultra-slim pocket
calculator would have filled a
room with electronics 20 years
ago.
Crowley said, "People don't
realize how much the computer is
already involved in their lives.
They usually think that the 'age
of computers' will dramatically
come upon us with an invasion of
thousands of robot-like beings

which will take care of all our
daily chores, but will also have
the capabilities of taking over the
world.
"They don't r\lalize that 'the
age' is here; it. just didn't happen
the way they thought it would."
He said microprocessors, tiny
compu.ers with the qualities
required to be computers, !in·
telligence, the ability to make
decisions, and memory or the
ability to store information for
future use) are now being used in
clocks and watches, ovellS, dish·
washers, solar heating systems
and thermostats, toys, cars and
calculators.
"People don't consider them
computers (the microprocessors)
because they are so unob·
trusive," he said.
Crowley compared the attitude
of
most
people toward
microprocessors to the way they
perceive electric motors.

''When I ask people how many
electric motors they think they
have in their homes, they usually
say something like {our or five.
They don't realize the number is
more like 35. There are electric
motors in virtually anything that
moves, including electric clocks,
air conditioners, refrigerators,
blow driers and vacuum
cleaners."
Computerization is now being
applied to those same appliances.
"Some new cars are coming out
with computer regulated carburetors which keep the gas flow
even and save gas. A few motels

have switched to computer
regulated heating, cooling and
lighting systems. The unit can be
programmed to automatically
tum off the heat and lights when
someone checks out of a room,
thereby saving energy."
Crowley said although com·
puterization has become an
intregral part of society, there
will be more innovations that will
make it an even more important
part of our lives.
"But," he said, "most of the
changes will be incremental, as
they have been in the past, and
will be taken for granted by
everyone."
He said there are restrictions
on just how much a computer is
capable of accomplishing.
"Computers have intelligence,
but a different type of in·
telligence than what man
possesses," he said. "Computer
intelligence involves making
decisions on a completely
numerical basis. The computer
does not create and it does not
really solve a problem. When a
computer is given a problem to
solve, the program must already
contain the solution; the com·
puter only carries out the in·
structions."

He said if enough information
is gathered about a person and

centralized into one package,
that person can be very well
known by other people he has
never met.
"By studying the chPCking
accounts, magazine chok(>s and
tt•levision vit>wing habits of
people (which is already !wing
done with cable television
RUhscribers), a lot can bl' !mown
abcnit these people."
H tl said th<;> information t•an be
used for political and rommmer
advertising.
"I heard one story about a
politician who, by using cross
reference information on his
constituents, was able to gear his
campaign materials to their
political interests. But he blew it,
Through a mistake in his system,
~·' sent
separate campaign
materials to a husband and wife.
The husband was conservative
and the wife liberal and the
campaign materials, it made the
politician look .rather foolish."
Crowley said mistakes made
by computers can have much
more serious consequences. He
said one way people can protect
themselves from abuses of
computers is to learn about them,
not by fearing them.

Subway
will limit
admission;
new policy
By MeliBsn PusBI:'U
A Htud<•nts-nnly admif;flionn
policy and a ~l·rvkt• providing
atudt•nt organizations with l'oom
and entertainment for diffl'l'<'nt
evPnts arE> among- the chnngps
phmm~d for the UNI\1 Huhway
Station in the SUB basement,
said J;;loy Chav<•z. programming
director for the New Mexic.o
Union.
When it reopens on January
24, only UNM students and their
guests will be admitted, said
Chave1:.
The station is usually filled to
its 222-person capacity, said
Chavez, and has often had to
close its doors to customers.

The Subway Station features a
Thursday Jazz Night, but is
unused on the evenings of
Monday through Wednesday and
The
during the afternoons.
Station could be used by groups
for parties or other events during
this time, said Chavez. He said
· "Computers have facilitated the Office of Programming in the
monumental
strides
in New Mexico Union would be
development over the last 20 available to help locate musical
years," Crowley said, "and will and other entertainment for such
Crowley admits that despite
events.
their limitations, computers do continue to alter the way we
live."
The SUB attempts to provide
possess dangerous possibilities.
"The field of infonnation
"But," he added, "as with men noontime and evening en·
storage is an area where there are on the moon, once it happens, tertainment in a nonalcoholic
many opportunities for computer people will usually take it for setting for J.B· to 22-year-olds,
Chavez said.
granted."
abuse," he said.

------------------------~
STUDENT
BOOKSTORE

SAVE MONEY & TIME

BOOK REFUND POLICY:
All textbooks sold by Student Book
Store are guaranteed to be the correct
books required or recommended for
your classes. Refunds or exchanges
will gladly be made provided:
1. YOU MUSTHAVEVOURSALES
RECEIPT. NO RECEIPT· NO
REFUND.
2. BOOKS MUST BEAR OUR
PRICE MARK.
3. BOOKS SOLD AS NEVv MUST
BE FREE OF WRITING, AND
MUST BE IN NEW CONDITION
WHEN RETURNED.
4. NO REFUNDS WILL BE
MADE FOR ANY REQUIRED OR
RECOMMENDED TEXTBOOKS OR
STUDY AIDS AFiER FEB. 13,
FOR ANY REASON.

We suggest that you be certain to ob·
tain a register receipt for your books
and place it in a safe place, and th~t
you do not write your name or mark m
any new textbooks until you are cer•
tain that your class will actually use
the text. It is also helpful to mark your
books for easy identification, (after
you are certain that you will be keep·
ing them). We suggest that you place
your name or some other marking on a
specific page which corresponds with
a number or date of s<?me siqnific~nce
to you. This will help m the 1dent1fica·
tion of your books should they be lost
or stolen.

Save up to 25°/o on our selection of used textbooks and avoid standing
in long lines. S.B.S. stocks a complete selection of the books & supplies
you need.
Special hours: Sunday, Jan. 20,12 noon· 4pm
Monday-Wednesday, Jan. 21-23, 8:30am· 7pm
Regular store hours resume Jan. 24 ·Mon.-Fri., 9am-5:30pm
Sat., 1Oam·4:30pm

SIS
ITUDENT lOOK ITORE
(ACROSS FROM UNM)
2122 Central, SE
Don't miss Hewlett-Packard's factory rep. ·Jan. 22 from 1pm·4pm.

VISA
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Art class
for children

Highlights of the decade at UNM
.~E~!-,'Tegating

his classes on the basis of
dress and appearance. Baughman
«'om piled By Ruy Glmm
allegedly made long-haired or bearded
and Churles Poling
students ~it in the front comers of the
room to minimize their exposure to the
instructor.
Feb. 24 - ASUNM lost out on $30,000
Tlu• d"c·ml•• of t lw 70s at th!' U nivPr.••ity in student fees because an amendment
of N ..w Ml'xico oppm•d und !')os!~d with tt that would have brought in fees from parthang. lwv,innin!~ with a proiNil of th(• KPnt time students that was passed in Nov.
c>tatt•llillings and thl' ('amhocliun invasion 1969 was never sent to the faculty or
that. h•d to national 1-,"Uardsml•n being Board of Regents for approval.
Feb. 2
A demonstration at
surnmonNI onto rumpus and Pnding in the
mi!ldlP of a s<·undal that shook the University Arena was directed against
foundations of thP nth!Pti<' department UNM's continued participation with
and !'!IIISPd many peoph• to takt~ a long Brigham Young University because of
BYU'a "racist practices."
look at Lobo athletics.
In lwtwPt•n these evl'nlR W!'r<l thomlands
April 20 - Maj. Hoover Wimberly, of
of othPr PVPnts of IPss importam'P that, the NM State Police, "categorically
wlwn t'Oulhin('(l with studPnts, faculty, denied" to the faculty that he kept dosiers
adminif:trator.Y and th!' ronntlPss number on political activists at UNM.
of JH~•PI" who int••rad with th!• UnivPr·
April 28 - Student Standards Com·
•;il.v. lwlpPlllo produr<• what will someday mittee found Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen
l11•lmuwn us llw 70s at llNM.
guilty of disrupting a scheduled speech by
In till' last 1CJ y!'ars t•nrolhnPnt hal-l U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond. May 6 jump•·d !rom 1·1,\JiiO to 22,/if\D and has Cooper was permanently dismissed from .
lu•o•n mal t•hpd hy a mrw~pcmding jump in University by UNM President Ferrel
t hP numbPr of administratiV(' headaches in Heady. Orzen was placed on suspension at
dPnling with an innPuse of more than 50 end of semester for one year.
pPrr<•nt.. Tuition, perhaps the biggest
May 6 - Students and University
conc~ern of ~tudents, has skyrocketed, employees held a. mourning strike for the
~oing from just owr $ll0 in 1971 to $312
four students killed at Kent State Comedian and political activist Diclc Gregory was one of seven SPfNikers, inin the Full of 1979.
University and for the invasion of cluding GBOrge McGovern, llfld Bllfry Goldwater, Sr. brought to UNM by the
l•'ollowing is a rehashing of many of the Cambodia. Between 50 and 75 people ASUNM Spet~kers CommittiHI in 1971-72
der:ade's significant events at UNM. The occupied the AFROTC building for one
guardsmen to oust students from the parking citations were written. Fines were
information comes from back issues of the day. UNM was closed at 3 p.m. by Heady
Student Union Building. Guardsmen raised from $2 to $6. More than 15,000
Oaily T,oho.
and Governor David Cargo because of the
arrested 131 and in the scuffle 11 people cars ond 600 motorcycles were registered,
were bayonetted. The building had been with only4,700 parking spaces·available.
strike. Access to the campus was
Springl970
restricted from Wednesday, May 6, to
occupied since May 6.
Oct. 9 - An experimental bus system,
Monday, May 11. Cargo ordered 50 state
attempting to cut down on the number of
Feb. 13 - UNM student William police officers onto campus.
Falll970
cars on .campus, failed after two weeks.
Bonner protested to the College of Arts
May 8 - NM State Police Chief Martin
Oct. 19 Sam Taggard elected
ond Sciences that English professor Vigil, backed up by a court order secured
Oct. 5 - Registered parking came to Homecoming Queen.
Ernest W. Baughman bad "violated the by the Regents, called in 150 national
UNM. In the first tbree weeks, 3,160
continued on page11

Class in Chinese
offered for kids

* * * BACK TO SCHOOL SALE * * *
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

li
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Over 170 functions and operations. Up to 480 program
steps or up to 60 data memories. Re!!dy-to·use programs
in 121ields are available in optional Solid State Softw11re
libraries with plug-in memory modules. The Master
Library with 25 programs is included. Constant Memory
feature retains program and mer{lory contents even
when the calculator is turned off.
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On Sale
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SALE ENDS
JAN. 31,1980.
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*Annuities
*Compound interest
*Cost/Sell Margin
* Forecasting
* Data correlation
QUANTITIES
LIMITED

l
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I
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SHARP EL 5100

.i

Thin Scientific Calculator With A Super
Capacity Dot Matrix, Alphanumeric Display
That WrHes An Equation And Remembers lt.
• 24-digit dot matrix LCD.
• Algebraic Experssion Reserve (A.E.R.)
mode stores formulas and protects them
with Safe Guard'".
• Direct formula entry.• Rolling writer display allows the entry of
up to 80 characters.
• Trig., inverse trig., hyperbolic and
exponential functions.
• Number of samples, mean, Ix, :tx2 , std.
deviation, combination permutation and
regression calculations.
• Instant playback of equations for review
or corrections.

OnSale8495
reg. 9915
Also On Sale:

Sale 69'

SHARP EL-5101

reg. 79.95

11

We also carry drafting supplies,
technical books, maps and
survey equipment.

Hours: 8-5:30 M·F
8:30-4:30 Sat.

401

Wyoming NE
265-7981

The pack is back! Students
are toting 'em wherever
they go. so drop in
your books, load up
your lunch, slip in
your gear for hiking,
biking or jogging. We've
got the pack for you
... all of these
and more!

Saturday art classes for
children, sponsored by the art
education department, will begin
on Feb. 9 and continue for 12
weeks.
While the annual series of
classes are open to pre-school
through
mid-school
aged
children, persons of all ages,
particularly parents, may enroll
in the classes, said program
director Phil Peterson.
Peterson, an art educ11tion
professor, said morning sessions
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. are
designed primarily for children
ages 4 to 12. Afternoon sessions
from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. will be
advanced classes featuring
drawing and painting lessons.
All classes will include in.~truction in ceramics, painting,
sculpture and photography,
Peterson said.

hHAir. human rights of his students" by

Advanced programmable
calculator with Solid State
SoftwareTM libraries and new
Constant Memory™ feature.

Kt•\\ ~k\it·u Daih l.nho. ]annan 1·1. WHO

f

A Chinese language class for
children between the ages of four
and 14 will be sponsored by the
Office of International Programs
and Services during the spring
semester.
The class will offer instruction
for beginning, intermediate and
advanced students. Pearl Wu,
lecturer of Chinese Longuage in
the department of modern and
classical longuages, will be in
charge of the instruction
prpgram. •The class is scheduled to tneet
Sundays from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Room 215 of Ortega Hall,
beginning Jan. 20 and continuing
through May 4.
Registration will be conducted
Jan. 20 from 2 to 2:30 p.m. in
Room 215 in Ortega Hall.
Further information about fees
may be obtained from Reina
V nlerio at the Office of International Programs and Services.

12 Native American
classes are available
Twelve courses on Native
Americon topics will be available
during the spring semester.
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz,
director of the Native American
Studies Program, said the
courses will be offered in
numerous departments, in·
eluding
English, . history.
American Studies, anthropology,
economics,
education and
modem languages.
Among the courses will be two
creative writing classes taught
by poet and novelist Simon ,J.
Ortiz of Acoma Pueblo, The two
courses wlll concentrate on prose.
fiction and novel writing.
Other course topics will be the
history ofthe Southwest, Native
American literature, the South·
west
Indian
community,
leadership and communicative
skills for Nativc Americans,
American Indian economic
development, elementary and
intermediate Navajo, and two anthropology courses on modern
Southwestern Indians ond on
rituals, symbols and behavior.
More information about
specific courses is available from
Dunbar- Ortiz at the Native
American Studies Program, 1812
LaA LomaR N. E.

Get the right pack,
priced right
at H. Cook!

14.99

#402 DAY PACK
BY OUTDOOR PRODUCTS.

,Waterproof oxford nylon.
Large main compartmen
outside pocket. Padded
straps,
4379 SACK 3 CORDURA
DAYPACK BY
JANSPORT

~~--......;~

\'·
· {\

YOUR
CHOICE!

A tradition
in light
backpacks
since 1967!
Constructed
from durable
Cordura.

1699

# 4373 SACK 2 NYLON
#202 ROCK CLIMBER
DAV PACK BV

DAYPACK BY
JAN SPORT

HIMALAYAN.
Modified
teardrop
design of
tough Cordura fabric.
Padded
shoulder
straps
and hip
belt.

Lightweight
nylon, large
single com·
partment.
Riveted
shoulder
pads, reinforced
at stress
points.

1999
DOOR PRODUCTS
CORDURANYLON
DAYPACK

#4374 SACK 3 NYLON
DAV PACK BV
JANSPORT.

Lightweight
nylon con·
struction.
Padded
shoulder
straps.

•.
....

f'».~,..,..-.-,....-~1

'

.0:'.

21 88 Reg.$27.50
JANSPORTLEGALEAGLE
NYLON BRIEFCASE
Sturdy coated oxford nylon.
Two-compartment outside nne· Ke1
It's a perfect racquetball bag, tool

Urethane coated
waterproof oxford
nylon in choice
of colors. Nylon
coil zippers.
2" wide
shoulder
straps.

999
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Bard and tube to meet in class
"Shakrostwan~ on TV" itc; a nPw Wf~drwsrlay PVPning!-l beginning
coun;,. IH·ing o fi'Hn•d in tlu• ••pring Ft•h. 'J7. Play.~ to Ia. fpaltm•d ar<'
hv I IN M to ''"in!'idt• wit.h a sPrit•'> "Twr.JI't h Night." "Thr• Tnmol ., .._.,.n ShalwsJH'llfl' plays rw••l." "Hkhard II."" HE>nry IV"
pmdw•,.d by i'uhlir llroad<'aHting ancl "lli•nry IV," Part 2, "Henry

Th1• profpssor said the history
Tillotson rates the series of
plays deal with issues c;f PB~ Sbakt>spearean productions
Shaki'SJH•arr;'s
time
with lJPtw('en 7 and 10 on a fWale of 10.
morality, politics and concepts of
IPadership.
'rillotson believe~
V" and "Hamlet."
"There have been several lOs,"
she noted.
"Four of Lht· playH an• a set of the history plays are, in a way,
Regarding the value of the
hist.ory play.~." said Tillotson, backgmund for "Hamlet." '"The PBS productions, Tillotson said,
"and I'BS is going tu offer them 'rempest,"' she explained, "was
in s!'qUeneP, Homething almost. Shakespeare's lust play, a
impossih!P in human life lo Sfl'. l'umedy contemporary with the "They are very straight. They
It's a rurit.y, in faC'l, nvPr to see English exploratiuns of the New don't turn 'Hamlet' into a play
tlw S!'<'ond purl of 'IIPury IV' World and the explon•r's first about Hitler, for example. They
ywrfornwd."
du the plays as straightforwardly
''xperiences in Americ·a.

s,.rvkt• and shown ovPr LhP lrH•al
l'BS affiliate•, KNMJ<:.TV.
Murda Tillotson, !lllsodat!'
profr"l'IOr of EngliHh, will t!'arh
llw l<>WI'I' division duss. It willlw
oll<•rNI lrom fi::!O to 7:4fi p.m.

Ttu••;clay•; and

'l'hursday~.
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prepared to see them any goofy
way that anyone wants to do
them."
Tillotson said no previous
experience with Shakespeare is
necessary for full enjoyment of
her course.

Historical routs uf contemporary problems and issues in Iran, Israel
and other nations of the Middle I<;ast will be studied in a special course
offt•red during the spring semestl'r.
History Professor Amuld Kaminsky said the survPy cuurse on
Middle gast history will focus un events and personalities from the
seventh century to the present in the area uf from North Africa to
Afghanistan with a special focus on the Arabian Peninsula, including
Israel, 1'urkey and Iran.
"We'll consider the social, political, cultural and intellectual
developments in west Asia during this period," Kaminsky said.
"We'll also look at oil-related issues in the Middle East today."
T~e three credit-hour course, history 365, will be offered Monday
evenmgs from 6:30 to8:45 and can also be taken for credit through the
Division of Continuing Education.

SALE YJ-Vz off
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"Once yuu've seen them that
(the straight) way, you're

Class to study class, racism, sexism
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Middle East is focal point

We're stripping the store of winter clothes
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as possible. They permit
Shakespeare's language to tell
thP story.

~

Both Locations

2937 Monte Vi~ta NE
11101 Menaul NE
.
(Near UNM)
(Foothills Shopping Center)
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"Hacism, Class and the Feminist Movement," offered through the
Women Studies Program as a 200-level course, will be taught by Kyle
l~'iore and I,oyola Gauna. The class is scheduled to meet Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5 to 6:15p.m.
''The first weeks of the class will be spent in a study of thP nature of
class, racism and sexism," Fiore said. "This study will bl' followed b:v

:e
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CAREER SERVICES
SPRING SEMESTER

\

DESIGNED TO HELP YOU UTILIZE THE CAREER
CENTEU TO THE FULLEST IN DECIDING ON
A CAREER AND LOOKING FOR A JOB
ORIENTA'l10N TO CAREER SERVICES
(Beginning .February I, 1980)
Mesa Vista Hall, Room 2131
Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors •..••.• , .......• , , , .••. , . Every Friday -2:00-3:00
Graduating Students (Seniors & Graduates) .•..• , ... , .•.•.• Every Friday -10:00 -11:00
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University students may earn from one to three credit-hours by
working on indeP.endent research projects through individual
professors or the New Mexico Public Interest Reseach Group (NM·
PIRG).
New Mexico . People and Energy, a non-profit educational
organization in Albuquerque, is coordinating a study of economic
~ower. an~ c~ntr?l inN~~ Mexico through such areas as politicians,
fmancml mstltut10ns, m1htary, nuclear power, industry, churches and
minority groups.
While these courses will be graded un a credit no credit basis only,
they will not count against the semester creditrto credit limit.
Further registration information is available at the NMPIRG office
at 1057 Mesa Vista Hall.

•

'fhursduy, ~1arch 27 ........................................ , ........ 2:00-4:00
f . . riday., Aprilll .. , •.•
3:00 ... 4:00
f

.................................... ,

THE RESUME: The Art of Condensing Your Life History Into Two Pages
Mesa Vista Hall, 2131
1,hursd.ay .. January 31 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
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JOB SEARCH- Selling When the Product Is You!
Mesa Vista Hall, 2131

Tuesday,Feburary ..
2:0o .. ·a~ao
Wednesd-ay, M'arch 5 ..•• , ••..••••..•..... , •.•••..•.• , .••. , •.•.... 2:00 -·a:ao
Monday,March31 ............. ~ .•... ~ ........ , ........... , ....••. 10:00-Il:ao
Thursday, April. 17 ............................... , ., ..••••..• , . • . • • • • 10:00- 11:30
II
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10:00- 11!30

Eighteen convenient offices
all over town
First National Bank knows what you need - help with your money.
And we're here to do just that.
Every banking service you need is available at any of our citywide offices.
Checking accounts with two different service charge plans. Savings
accounts with day-in to day-out interest. Applications for VISA and
Master Charge, Check Guarantee, Overdraft Protection, auto loans and
more. Wire transfers of money from out-of-town banks.
If you need a good bank to see you throdgh college, see usFirst National Bank.

The First National Bank in Albuquerque

WcdneS<lay, }february 13 ................. , .•.•.•••.••.••.•.••••.•. ~ .• 2:00 ... 3:00
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2:00 -·3:00

Thursday, Febn•ary 28 .... , . , , .• , . , , , ••.• , • , . , ....... , . , , . , , ••... 10:00-11:00
'fuesday, Marcltll . , .. ~ .... , .. ~ ......• , .......... , .... , •........ ., , 10:00 --11:00
Wednesday, March 26 ... , .•....... , •.........•• , ...•... , ....•.•. 10:00-11:00
Monday, Apr.il7 ..•.....••... , ••. , •..••.....•.•.••.•.....•.••..• , 2:00 .. -3:00
}.t'riday,Aprill8 o t o o
o
o
~ o o o
o
o • too o o •
o o • tot,
to
o o o o 9:00-10:00
t
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Credit for research projects available

CAlmER J>LANI'.'ING ·The How's & Whv's
•
Mesa Vi~ta Hall, Uoom 2131
1.,uesda}'.. ~"ebruary· J2. ••.•••..••••.• ~ ........ , .......... ~ .............. 9:30 ·11:30
*•
2:00 .. 4:00
\V ednesda y, February 27 ••• " ••..••.•
\Vcdncsday, March 12 ••....•••••..•.•.....•.••.•...•.••••...•• , ... 9;30 -11:30
t

cu

from a rocial and class pl'rsprctiv(• to identify how these for<:es have
infhwncNI this development."
Additionally, tht> cla5s will study the role of women in labor strikes
in Silver City during the 1940s. A majur text for the coursf.' will be
"Salt of the Earth," an historical reader about the feminist
muv('ml'nt.
'
Fiorl' said the eall number fur the course is 4797. Mure information
is available frum the Women Studies program in Room 223 of Marron
Hall .

Agora, U.N.M.'s crisis center, can help. When you call
or come by, you won't get psychotherapy, you'll talk
to someone who cares. We don't require appointments, just a willingness to talk and explore your feelings with a trained volunteer in a comfortable, confidential environment. We're located in the NW corner of Mesa Vista Hall.

277-3013

New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent Bani<
18 Convenient Locations Member FDIC
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Sports

~

Da1ly revelations rock department

•

Athletic housecleaning continues
On Sept. 25, 1979, the Nation11l Collegiate
Athletic Association filed 57 allegations of rules
violations against the UNM men's basketball
program.
Less than three months later, enough in·
formation had been revealed through local, state
and federal investigations to lead the UNM
Athletic Council to unanimously recommend the
resignation of basketball coach Norm Ellenberger.
Since that time, the public has been rocked and
shocked by daily revelations of player ineligibility,
wire tappings,
illegal recruiting tactics,
questionable bank loans to athletes. and several inhouse investigations.
The UNM athletic scandal ha~ reached the pages
of S[Jorts fll11sfmtrd, Timr and Newsweek. A
camera crew from television's 60 Minutes was at
University Arena last month talking to Lobo
• players for an upcoming special report on
university athletic programs. Such publicity has
led to numerous investigations of universities,
administratiom; and student-athletes n!ltion-wide.
Here is a summary of the major events occurring
during UNM's winter break:
-· Tuesday, Dec. 11. The FBI is asked to trace
six mont>y orders used to pay for a course UNM
basketb!lll players say they never attended.
Ottawa College officials at the school's center in
Phoenix say they don't know who paid for the
course.
1'hree walk·ons, Guy Berger, Darryl Faulkner
and Lex Zerwas, join the Lobo basketball team
after a 45·minute tryout of more than 60 athletes.
Former football Coach Bill Mondt, who's
contract with UNM ends Feb. 1, takes a position
with Competitive Edge, an Albuquerque-based
firm.

The Lobos get their first victory with a win
against Grand Canyon College, 78-68 before a Pit
crowd of 15,344.
-Wednesday, Dec. 12. Sen. Aubrey Dunn, D·
Otero, tells UNM officials to "take the kid gloves
off" concerning its athletic program and end the
practice of "social promotions" of students not
meeting academic standards.
UNM Dean of Admissions Robert Weaver says
he is trying to determine the validity of records
from Southern Idaho State Junior College and
Pacific Christian College in Fullerton, Calif., to
determine academic eligibility of members of
UNM's men's basketball team.
UNM administrators answer subpoenaes for
student records and testify before a federal grand
jury. Those testifying include Weaver; Carroll .J.
Lee. comptroller; John E. Whiteside, associate
director of student financial aid; and Fred Chreist
.Jr., director of student financial aid.
-· Thursday, Dee. 13. Suspended assistant
basketball coach Manny Goldstein resigns.
Goldstein is under investigation by federal
authorities in connection with allegations of mail
fraud and bribery.
- Friday, Dec. 14. UNM forfeits six fall
football victories because tight end Chris Combs,
who is academically ineligible, played in all 12
Lobo games.
- Friday, Dee. 14. The UNM Athletic Council
meets in secret to discuss the future of suspended
basketball Coach Ellenberger. Ellenberger did not
attend the meeting.
- Saturday, Dec. 15. No Lobo athletes will
receive credit for an extension course taught in a
Van Nuys, Calif. garage last summer, Weaver
says. This includes six basketball players: seniors
oontlnuod on .-ao13

UNM troubled by scandal
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Auto

Parts

r-----------•
Coupon
1
I
1

I try us special 1
II so~ off II
I
Anyorder
I
II over $1.50 1I
I
I
with coupon only
Expires Jan. 20, 1980

'

10%
OFF

I

·-----------...
Subs
Pasta
Salads
Vegetarian
Meals
Deserts
Breakfast

255-3696

2112 Central SE

247-0321

"~·

Pizza or Sandwich

Unisex Hairstyling

STUDENT SPECIALS

Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF
Perms •....•... s25°

Debi or Linda or Kathleen
at 884-8350

1/2 Price
Sale
Wide variety of styles, fashions, jewelry,
and aCC!essories sportswear, dresses, coats,

and swimsuits

The next issue of the Daily Lobo
will be published Monday, Jan. 21.
Deadline for classified advertising
is 12:00 noon, Friday, Jan. 18

Next to McDonalds

"''"

u

Welcome
Back

2118 Central SE (across from UNM) 842-8678

Hours Mon-Fri 8am to 9pm Sat. Sun. Noon 8pm
Everyone is talking about our new
breakfast burrito

""'

n

With Student I. D. Card
SAVE 20.,-o to 30o/o
All name brand auto parts
M-f8·6
Sat 8·5
Closed Sun.

.,...

Pizza by the Slice
Neopelitan & Sicilian
also Hot and Cold Sandwiches

~

Campus

Authentic Italian Cooking
Family owned
Rated the best sandwich
by the Daily Lobo

""

- Friday, Dec. 21. Davis confirms that he was
questioned in early October by journalism
professor Charles Coates, concerning suspect
credits given a basketball player. Coates said a
1 FREE drink with slice
~
player he had flunked in a summer course was
of
practicing with the team. Coates said he had been
told that without a passing grade, the player would
be ineligible.
Gary Colson, coach of Pepperdine University in
expires 1130
Malibu, Calif., is named as the 13th Lobo
127 Harvard SE
Mon-Sat 11am-1 Opm
basketball coach. Colson, 45, signs a five-year,
~
for
take
out
call265-4777
Sun 3·1 Opm
$37 ,500-per-year contract.
Weaver says athletes who plan to attend UNM
4~
~k
*k
~~
~r
~~
~H
~
must send transcripts directly to the Registrar's •
· Office and not through members of the Athletic
Department.
- Saturday, Dec. 22, UNM officials were aware
in 1978 of an alleged grade-purchasing system
between UNM athletes and a California college,
according to a report to the Athletic Council.
The allegations. to the council are contained in a
three-page report from Coates, who says he warned
officials last fall that a basketball player had failed
a journalism course and might be academically
ineligible.
- Fridny, Dec. 28. Davis calls Coates' questions
7303Montgomery Executive North Apartments
about Davis's handling of the athletic investigation "malicious."
- Saturday, Dec. 29. Sen. Les Houston (D·
Bern.) requests the state Legislature to open its
own probe of the scandal.
- Thursday, Jan. 3. Davis testifies for more
than two hours before a federal grand jury probing
expires ·Feb. 9th
the UNM athletic scandal.
- Friday, Jan. 4. Minority hiring practices at
UNM and the athletic department are under in(regu Ia r s1aoo.s17oo)
vestigation by the Department of Labor. Questions
0
have been raised about whether affirmative action
guidelines were followed in hiring Athletic Director
(regular S32 50·S40° 0 )
John Bridgers, football Coach Joe Morrison and
basketball Coach Gary Colson.
- Monday, Jan. 7. Basketball players Michael
Johnson and Keith Magee are ruled academically
ineligible for the second semester beginning Jan.
21.
expires 12/29179
otrer good wHh coupon only

Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner

Fatso's Italian Subs

'lk

~ The New Pizza City

contlnuQd from paQe 12

Paul Roby, Andre Log!ln and Larry Belin, juniors
Larry Tarrance and Jerome Henderson, and
sophomore Larry Hubbard. Football plliyers
Combs, Dave Wyrick and Darryl Bryson are also
declared ineligible for receiving credit for the
course, titled "Current Problems and Principles in
Coaching Athletics."
- Monday, Dec, 17. Ellenberger is fired for
violating NCAA rules and UNM regulations.
President William E. Davis said he fired Ellenberger for "willful and grossly incompetent conduct injurious" to the university.,
Bill By1l1c, executive director of the Lobo
Boosters Club, submits his Jetter ofresignation.
- Tuesday, Dec. 18. Regent Phillip U. Martinez says Ellenberger was warned nearly a year
ago to change his recruiting tactics.
-Wednesday, Dec, 19. Joe Morrison, the 1979
Southern Conference Coach of the Year and a
former all-pro star with the New York Giants, is
named UNM's 23rd head football coach.
He accepts a five-year, $45,000-a-year contract.
Davis accepts responsibility for the troubled
UNM athletic program, but says he has no
knowledge of the activities which led to the
scandal.
Weaver says in a Jetter to the Athletic Council
that some faculty members are "handing out
unearned and unjustified grades" at UNM.
The letter says coaches sometimes fill out admissions applications for student athletes and "in
many instances, athletes have not even signed the
form.''
Harold Bailey, director of the UNM AfroAmerican Studies Progrlim, · recommends the
hiring of a black academic counselor for black
student athletes.
-Thursday, Dec. 20. An investigation ofUNM
basketball team travel expenses has Jed to in·
vestigations of all major athletic programs and
some of the smaller programs. Travel vouchers,
subpoenaed by the federal grand jury, are being
audited by the FBI to determined whether the
state paid for expensive motels, when the team
stayed at cheaper locations.

"lk

Use our
convenient
lay-away
plan
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Makers
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Textbook
Co-op
When·
last 4 days of finals;
Dec. 11·20, 10:00am·2:00pm
week before school starts,
Jan. 14·18, 10:00am·2:00pm
first week of school,
Jan. 21·25, 9:00am-3:00pm

Where·
RSA lounge, northwest end of the SUB
Start taking your books NOW to NM PIRG, located in
1057 Mesa Vista Hall

For more info, call277·2757

GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH
25• charge will be accrued for
each book sold to cover processing

•

Gymnastics meet spectacular'
I

By Ernest Montoya
9.7 for second place.
University Arena was the Rite
Lafleuer took top honors in the
of a spectacular event I<'riday and still rings event, with a 9.5.
Saturday
nights
the Larry Gerard had a 9.45 and
Albuquerque
Journal barely outscored UNM ring
Invitational GymnasticR Meet.
specialist Rick Deluca who scored
'!'he crowd of 11,000 saw U.S. 9.35.
team member Mike Wilson win
In Saturdtty' s competition,
the floor exercise competition Price dazzled the 14,000-plus
with the highest score in the crowd with a spectacular vault
men's competition - a 9.8. All· which earned a 9.7. Gerrard,
American and Houston Baptist Wilson, and Bart Conner, who
team member Percy Price was making his debut in the
finished second with a 9.4.
Journal meet, all scored a 9.6.
In the women's vaulting
Conner scored a 9,75 on the
competition, Marcia Frederick
came out on top with an im·
pressive 9.65. Former Juniors
Champion Tracee Talevera
finished a close second, with a
9.6.
In men's pommell horse
competition, European Cham·
pion Gyorgy Guczogy edged out
U$. team memberTimJ,afleuer,
with a 9.5. Lafleuer had a 9.45.
UNM pommell specialist from
!•'armington, Steve Jennings,
placed third with a 9.4.
In the women's uneven bars,
Frederick held the crowd in awe
scoring a 9.9. Talavera scored a

parallel bars to capture first,
followed by Wilson with a 9.55.
J,afleurer finished first in the
high bars with a 9.6 and Conner
placed second with a 9,55.
Talavera scored a 9.65 on the
balance beam to skim past
J~rederick, who scored a 9.55.
Frederick took the floor
exercise event with a 9.65.
Frederick was the women's all·
around champion, with a total of
38,7, Tralavera finished second
with a 38 ,35, Karen Kelsall had a
continued on page 16

Women
Studies
Spring Courses, 1980

INTI\ODUC'OON TO WOMEN STUDffiS
Women's Studies
Gall No. 4525
200.001 MWI•'9:00-9:50 Dunn
Gall No. 4527
200,002 W 6:30-9:15 Hore
lntroduction to Women's Studies focuses on
women's status in society-the myths and
realities of her situation. We will examine
women's socialization by sex, race, class and
culture, the economics of her oppression and
the role of ~oducation and tlte family in defining
•.-wOnlCn'S place/•
RACISM, CLASS AND TilE FEMINIST
MOVEMENT
Call No, 4797
Women's Studies 222.001 T T 5:00-6:15
Kyle J.'iore and Loyola Gauna
This course is designed as an analysis of the ef.
feels of racism and class on the feminist
movement. The first weeks of the class will be
spent in a study of the nature of class, racism,
and sexism. This study will be followed by an
analysis of the historical development of the
feminist. movement from a racial and class perspective to identify how the forces of class and
racism have influenced this development. We
will develop a set of criteria for evaluating
types o( social cha11ge which ,will promote the
political, economic and cultural. equality of all
Wllmen.
LA MUJER CHICANA: AN HISTORICAL
APPROACH
Call No. 4767
Wome11's Studies232.001 M W 4:30-5=45pm
Jennie Chavez-Montoya
The purpose of this class will be to introduce
and familiarize students with the sociological
and political evolution of the Chicana. An
historical approach will begin with preColumbian societies, European influc11ces in the
Americas, to the present situatio11 of the
Chicanas today. Within this approach, topics
of special imporhtllce to the particular period
will be covered. Special lecturers will speak on
literature, media, art, healtl1, scic111:e, religion,
educaiton, legal cases and politic,d issues.

UNM saga fitting for movie script
By Martin Janowski
Thr scenr is an olfice of an I?Xecutivr
,,:orlw•rr of a major television network
wunr>IPhr>r<! in New York City. Two men
ar!' talking.
"Joe, we've got to have a great 'made
for TV' movie to put on opposite the
NCAA basketball championship game on
NBC. You got any ideas, something to do
with sports?"
"Yeah, Frank, I've got a script here
that's just dynamite. It's even about
basketball."
"Great! How does it go?"
"Well, the scene is set in a southwestern
city with a college basketball team that
everybody in town is just crazy abou~.
The team is coached by an eccentnc
middle-aged coach, who wears turquoise
necklaces and is frequently seen at the top
disco spots in town. The coach has made a
winner out of the team and the basketball
arena is constantly filled with loyal,
screaming fans. Hopes are high for a
national championshlp team this season,
despite the fact the NCAA has handed
down a list of allegations against the
university's basketball program."
"Sounds like Shangri-la. What happens
to destroy this peaceful setting?"
"Well, right before the season starts;
federal agents make a raid on gambling
operations in the city and pick up a
wiretapped conversation between the head
coach and his top recruitPr made on a
gambler's phone."
"Wait! I know! The coach is involved
with gamblers and bets on games."
"No, no. that's too easy. The m;sistant
calls the head coach to tell him that he
bought a tranHcript. from an obscure junior
college to make a player eligible. The

AMERICAN INDIAN WOMAN
Call No. -+798
Women's Studies 233.001 T T 2:00-3:15
Anita Bradley Pfeifer
11Je course will identify issues common to all
womc11, hut will focus primarily on those
unique issues which affect the lives of American
Indian Women residing in communities (on
and off reservations and villages) in the Southwest. Political, economic and social issues
which impillge upon the changing role of
American Indian Women will be the focus of
the course.

transcript leads to the head coach and the
assistant coach being suspended the day
before the opening game of the season.
"This is wild. Who's left to coach the
team?"
"That's the beautiful thing. The only
coach left is a 30· year-old soft spoken
country boy from North Carolina named
Charlie. He has never been a head coach of
a major college team and he has less than
a day to get the team ready to play.''
"I get it. He gets the team ready to play
and they win, right?"
"No, actually they lose, 86·78, but in
their first home game the next week, they
win 112-100, and the fans give Charlie a
standing ovation."
"So Charlie's able to pull t.he team
together and they win the national
championship?"
"Not so fast. Uight after the game, it'~>
found that six more players are ineligible
to play because of a bogus summer school
course they all signed up for and never
attended. The victory is forfeited and
there are only four players left on the team
that started at the beginning of the
season. Charlie, as the acting head coach,
has to suit up two freshman football
players and a student manager for the llig
1,rame with State."
"Despite the loss of the other players.
they go on to heat State, right?"
"Well, no, they do put on a good effort.
hut State is just too much and they lose
6R·5ft But the fans love the gutsy effort
bv Charlie and his "l~ive Iron Men".
<;harliP holds tryouts and pirkll four
playPrR from the intramural tPams on
t"'nmpus~u

"And one of these i5 a clm;pt sup1•r·
star?''

CONTEMPORARY FEMINIST THEORY
Call No. -+768
Women's Studies 324.001 T T 9:30-10:45
SallyDtmn
This course will be an investigation of feminist
theory of the past three decades. The focus of
the course will be: aquiri11g the sl«ills of analysis
and applying these skills to feminist theory.
Careful reading of texts, articulate class
discussion, and short analytic papers will be the
tools of learning. The course will proceed with
the assumption that feminism is concerned
with all the forms of oppression that women experience, especially sexism, racism, classism
and heteroscxism,
WOMEN IN SPORTS
Call No. 4769
Women's Studies 386.001 M W 4:30-5:45pm
Hollis Elkins
This course is intended for stude11ts interested
in learning about women and sports in American culture •. Traditionally, sports meant sports
for mm: female athletes have been ignored and
discouraged, and have been co11sidered abnormal because they did not fit into the female
role. Today opportunities for women athletes
are rapidly increasing. We .will examine the
implications of the changes in Women's
athletics and study obstacles for women
athletes i11 the past.
TWENTIBTH CENTURY BLACK WOMEN
WRITERS
Call No. #21
General Studies 299.004 Toes 6:30-9:15 PM
Mary Adams-Trujillo & Doris FieldsHolhrooks
Examining tlte lite.ratu.te of AfdcanAmericanwomcn writers, we will focus on
psychological,sociological a11d political perspectives. We willaddress the issues of self.
defi11ition a!!d the power therein. Journal
keepi11g will be one of the fools of learning.

"No, they'rE' just awragp and fill in Lht'
gaps wlwn om• of the iron men foul out.
Oetting hack to the stol'y, tht• tram got•s
on to Jose thre!:' gamps by a tot a] of R!'V£>n
points, to Houston in overtim<>, R3·AO, to
Loyola Marymount, 71-70, and to
Southern Ca]82-79, but it really looks !ikP
Charlie's team is a scrappy bunch and can
win some ball games."
"Aha, this is the time Whl'n tlw
university steps up and offers Charli£> tht•
hl'ad coaching position permanently."
"No, what happenR is that thP athll'tir
director announces the hiring of a new
head coach, effectiv£> immediat!'ly, right.
after a strong victory over Illinois TC'rh
9:3.72. This announcrment is mad!' the day
beforl' the big rematch with Htatt• and thE•
reason Charli!' was not consider<>d was
that he was part of tht~ former head
coach's staff. Charlie is told by th(• new
head t:oach, a slick operator namPd Ga.r,v
Colson, that he is to remain the acting
head coach until the season ends. Tlw
team. loyal to CharliP, threa tPns to quit,
but Charlie is too much of a Elouthern
gentleman to allow that. Still, tht> effect is
dt•vastating and the learn loses ttl Eltat£>
10:i·R4."
"Can the team rPcover from that. many
setbacks?"
"Yeah, well, Charlie gets the tPam
ready for the Invitational tournamPnt.
and they beat Idaho Htate 91-76, for thP
t!'am '!i first vktory ovt•r a major ('()!lew•
team4"

"A h. yPs. the turning point
!Wason. 'rht• !<•am
tournament."

gor~

ThP nPXt Wl'Pkend Rt arts ronfNt•ne(' play
and t.he tl•am has to play BYU nnd Utah,
thP pn•srason picks to win tlw ronferrm·t•.
Tlw t<•nm loses to BYU 75-!13, hut.
fi'COVPrs the next night. and plays Utah
right down to thl' wirp, With fiftePn
s('('onds ]pft and tb(' team down by tmt•,
tlw hull is passPd to K£'nny Pngt>, tlw sixth
IPnding srorer in tlw nalion for tltP final
shot ... "
"lip's the hero! H<• mak<>s the shot.! Tlw
fans go wild!"
"No, he chokes nnd puts up nn air hall
from way outsidt•. They loRP 7a·70. ''
"How depressing."
"If you think Umt's dPpre!ming, li.~tt·n
to this. Aflt>r the flllmP, ( 'harli<• h•arns
that his two frPshmen starling guards,
Mit"hael ,Johnson and K£>ith Magrr, will bt•
acadt•mil'ally im•ligibl£> for tlw rPst of t hr
S(lUROll."

"But a miral'ie hnpp£>ns and th!•y pull
what'.'! left of tlw !Pam togel Jwr for n
t•omPhacl~
and a ron f£>ren('t• l'lllllll·
pionship."
"Nop<•, according to tlw st•ript, th<•
tPam los('s all thp rest of tlwir ('onfPr!'n<'P
1:amPs, ln~in~~ to Wyomin1~ 71l·fiH nnd
Cnlnrndn Htat!' H2-llH. 'l'hat'~1 how it rn·
ds ...

o[ t hP

on to win t.ht•

"W t•ll, tlw st•ripl i:" cwt ainlv uniq•w.
\\'hat aw ynu going to rail it'!"

"No, act\lally thPy gpt hlown off tlw
l'ourt tlw nt•xt night by Utah Htate l17·H3.

· "l'lw 'l'urquoitw Hhadnw."
"It'll nevc•rplay in Hlnomingtun."

es
or a eup of our
New Green Chili Stew
\Vitia J•u ..cltase Of lla~nburge.. & Drink
Expires Jan. 20

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

Play Siren Bingo
& win a hand screened
tee-shirt
at the Siren Coffeehouse
115 Harvard SE
4 delicious homemade soups daily
natural foods & beverages

M-S 11AM-8PM

CERTIFIED
CENTRE

Q

HAIR DESIGNS
A UNISEX SALON

Call Now for Appoinbnent
255-3279
~

STUDENT DISCOUNT
PRICE!
20%0FFCuts
35% OFFPenns
Introductory Offer HENNA $20
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Activism at UNM in the early 1970's
continued from pago8
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JOC will not move Olympic site
Ireland (UP!) Lord
Killanin, pr(•sident of the International
Olympk Committe<>, said Sunday there is
no possibility of switching th1> summer
Olympic games from Moscow.
ln an int.(lrview in the Sunday pn>ss,
Killanin said th1• games would go ahead as
plannNI and a switeh to Munich, Montn•ul
or anywlwre Pis!' was "physically impoHsihh> . ''
"WhPn thP IO<' gav<• thu gamPs to
Most·ow, lht• Amt>rkan Olympic Commitll'E> was st.rongly in support." Killanin
said. "Wp do not go huck on our word."
Kilhmin criticilwd pt•ople who used
sport for political purposes. At the same
timfl most. I OC m£>m herB considered a
plannl'rl tour of Sout.h Africa by 11 British
rugby tPam just. before the Olympics to he
JHJBLJN,

'lin~<'nsitive. j'

'

'

In the first Soviet response to calls for a
boycott of the summer Olympics, a top
official of the games said such attempts
have failed in the p11st and a newspaper
Sunday accused President Catter of using
sports for" political blackmail,"

Amercian Olympic hopefuls like Mike Until the latest flareup over
Wilson may not get their shot at the Afghanistan, Soviet officials cmefully
gold if President Carter has his way. avoided commenting on a possible
(Photo by John Chadwick)
boycott.

Rut this weekend, Vladimir Popov, first
deputy chairman of the 1980 Olympic
Organizing Committee, said there are
some who hope to undermine this sum·
mer's games.
''Tlwy do not make honest., businesslike
l'ritical remarks hut are attempting to use
the present situation in the world for
imposing the idea of boycotting the
Moscow games," he said in an article in
the newspaper Izrwstia.
"This is not the first such attempt. All
the previous attempts have flopped."
In W ashinglon sources said President
rurter will ask t,he U.S. Olympic Committ£~· to try and shift th<' Olympics out of
Moscow if the Soviet Union lteeps troops
in Afghunistan.
'rhP administration plan is aimed ut
averting an outright boycott of the games
over the Kremlin's intervention in
Afghanistan.
Carter would like the games held with
U.S. participation, but cannot accept
Moscow as the site if Soviet soldiers
remain in the small country on Russia's
southern border, a source said.
Under the approach favored by qarter,
the summer contest either could be moved
to another country or split up - with

€NGINE€PJNG & CO'APUTER SCIENC€ MAJORS

Feb. 12 - About 100 streetside parking
meters were installed near the Fine Arts
Center, Scholes Hall, Bratton Hall and
the 11nthropology building,
June 17 - University and high school
students rioted on campus and on Central
Avenue. Arrests were m11de at Roosevelt
Park 11fter the nation~~! guard and state
police were called in.

events held in several nativns. Accept11ble
alternate sites include Montreal and
Munich.
And if the games should be shifted to
several locations, the United States would
not object to including some communist
regimes as hosts. One example was Cuba
as a site for boxing events.

Fa111971

In Bonn, government spokesman
Armin Gruenewald said West Germany
would join a boycott if other Western
states take part.

Aug. 25 - Yale Park closed after a
group of 11 businessmen sued the city for
operating 11 public nuisance,
Sept. 20 - State police Chief Vigil
testified in court that his decision to in·
vade UNM during the 1970 strike was
based on false information from state
police 11gents on campus.
Sept. 23 - A Pistrict Court jury
exonerated nationz guardsmen in trial
brought by six persons alleging they were
b11yonetted in spring 1970 when the
soldiers were called in to clear the UNM
mall and Union.
Oct. 19 - The executive secretary of
the state Board of Educ11tional Fin11nce
11ccused many of the state's colleges and
universities of offering more doctorates
than needed. This was called the "Harvard Syndrome."
Oct. 25 - The Regents gave final
approval to paid parking on campus; $27
fee.
Nov. 11 - The Union board voted to
arm police officers on the second shift
after 4 p.m. on weekdays and all day on
'Weekends.

"Should the American president and
other government heads dec.ide on nonparticipation at the Moscow Olympics as a
useful political means, West Germany will
not lack in solidarity at NATO's talks on
this," he said.
Last week, Saudi Arabia said it will pull
out of the games and called on other
Moslem countries to follow suit.
Writing in the newspaper Souietsky
commentator Semyon Bliznyuk
said Carter signaled the start of the
boycott campaign in his Jan. 4 speech on
Afghanistan.
'>JJr>rl,

Top gymnasts
dazzle crowd
continued from page 14
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and local performer Kelly
Chaplin finished fourth, with a
36.35.
After the meet Frederick s11id,
"I think I did fair. I didn't do as
well as I wanted to on the beam
and the floor exercise. I did think
I did pretty good on the uneven
bars - that is one of my favorite
events."
Wilson won the men's all·
around competition with a score
of 56.55. Gerrard placed second
with a 55.75 and Lafleuer was
third with 55.65.
Wilson said "I really love to
perform here in Albuquerque in
front of the large crowds, it
seems to bring something out in

me.-"

Covered
Wlrago.n
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Springl972

Strlllllclng bet:MJ• • 1111tlon-wlde flld •nd UNM •tudents joined in the "romps
in the ntw, "•howlng their •tuff down Gfflllk Row In 1974

Feb. 3 - Allegations that some UNM
football coaches may have mistreated
players resulted in the formation of an

Earn $20.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly
If you're about to graduate with
an engineering or computer science
degree, we'd like to talk to you about
your future.
Will it be in commercial jetliners?
We're building two new planes -. the
767 and 757. While the orders for
727s, 737s and 747s keep coming
from all over the world.
Perhaps you'd like to get into the
aerospace field, where we have
more projects going than you can
shake a calculator at.
Or maybe you'll help us provide
computer services to over 2,000
clients, including government,
private industry, commercial airplanes and aerospace.
Whatever path you take at

Boeing, you'll enjoy living in Seattle
- one of America's most beautiful
cities.

DO€IG WILL D€ ON

CAMPUS SOON.

Boeing will be here within the
next two weeks. So sign up for your
interview today in the Placement
Office.
Then we can tell you in person
about all the opportunities you'll have
to grow with Boeing.
If this time is inconvenient for
you, just write us: The Boeing
Company, P.O. Box 3707-VPM,
Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

BOEING
G€ITING PEOPLE: TOGEJH€1\

Blood
Plasma

F11ll1972
Nov. 28 - The f11culty voted 51-42 for
withdra.wal of UNM from the Western
Athletic Conference in protest against
intercollegiate 11thletics. Only 100 of 800
voting faculty members were present.
Spring 1973
Jan. 29- President Heady temporarily
suspended all rock concerts at UNM
pending investigation by the Faculty Use
Committee following $1,300 worth of
damage to Johnson Gym after a Traffic
concert.
Feb. 2 - Alleging they were forced to
join the Graduate Student Association
agllinst their will, 10 law students filed 11
class-action suit against GSA.
March 2 - Larry C11suse, UNM Indian
11ctivist and president of the Kiva Club,
died during a shoot-out in Gallup after the
armed abduction of Gallup mayor and
UNM Regent Emmett Garcia.

Fall1973
Enrollment was 20,123, a record in
UNM's 81·year history.
Aug, 28 Psychology professor
Dennis Feeney was ~hot five times at a
continued on pag,e18
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Back to School Special
Sandpiper

- - - - - 0 Handy carrying loop.

950 cu. in. capacity
16" high x 13" wide x 41/2" deep

0 Double slider nylon
•!iii~~--- coil.zipper covered by
weather flap_ Slides
smoothly and you can
open to just what you
want.

0 Overlap flap dosure--.1
secured by velrro.
Weatherproof and eao;y
to use.

0 Undivided pack sack.

0 Kelty label, a sign vou

Do You Need
Cash?

Athletic Council subcommittee to investigate the charges. Offensive Line
Coach Walter Klinker was identified as
the primary coach in question. Klinker
allegedly had kicked a player in the face,
breaking his nose.
Feb. 10 - The Regents gave .final
approval to upgrading the Los Alamos
graduate center to a branch college.
March 29 - The Regents voted
unanimously to add two students and one
faculty advisor to the Board of Regents,
effective July 1.

can trust.
0 2" wide nylon webbing shoulder straps.
Soft, strong and fully
adjust,1ble ior comfort.

(

Room for big things such
as books, binders and
tennis racquets.

r::::::::;.;::::::;~~~-;;;~;;::;.;:;:;;1......,~ Spa ci 0~1 s and co nve n-

0 Fail safe Kelty sewing throughout.

The Kelty day pack with a lifetime guarantee.

Donor Center

1ent extenor envelope
pocket specialty designed
to fay flat when not in
use, gains space when
main compartment's not
full.
0 Made of waterproofcoated parapac nylon.
Tough and abrasion
resistant.

• limited quantities

Bam-2:30pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
I

Backpacking-Mountaineering
Cross Country Skiing-Kayaks
Equipment Rentals
6307 Menaul N.E.
881-5223

A complete line of outdoor clothing
and gear by Sierra Designs, North Face
and Kelty
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Davis banned nude dance in 1976
c.olltinuod frmn pauo 11

<·nbin in Edgewood, N.M. He was in
serious condition. Raymond Nagel, an
J;;nglish lecturer, was arrested in con·
nection with the incident.
Sept. 17 -· Lavon McDonald was
named director of athletics.
Nov. 30 - Rodey 'l'heatre opened.
Dec. 6 - Rudy Feldman was fired as
head football coach, with a record of 24·
37-2.
Spring 1974
f'eb. 22 _, A group of black students
demanded n thorough investigation of an
incident in which Jessie Kirk was
seriously injured .after falling 25 feet from
n third-story window in Coronado Donn.
Kirk died the next dny.
March 26 - UNM won theW AC crown
with u 67-55 win over UTEP in the Pit.
March 6 - Streaking hit UNM, with 25
ml~n ntrenking down Mesa Vista.
March 28 - A boycott by black
athletes at UNM because of Conch Hob
Leigh's rutting of Paul Shelton from the
hn,elmll team earlier this spring and other
alleged "discriminatory practices" by the
athletic department. The boycott wns
announced by Harold Bailey, assistant
dirl'('tor of Afro-American Studies. April2
u tnorntorium wns called for track nnd
iiJOtball athletes. On April 4 the Athletic
Council asked for a written policy for
recruiting and enrolling of black athletes.
Thl• boycott ended April 18 with the
opening of new lines of communication.
,June - UNM education professor
Stephen Mann was denied tenure because
of hi.~ "blanket-A" grading policy. On
March 24, 1977, a federal judge ruled
against Mann, reaffirming the con·
stitutionnl authority of the Regents in
regard to hiring nnd firing of UNM in·
structors.

8 months, until June 30, 1975.
Sept. 20 anrl 21 - Demonstrators
This semester saw the 88th-hour test occupied the offices of the Daily Lobo in
become a requirement for graduation.
protest of sexist articles. The protesters
Aug. 15 - Following a two-day hearing demanded their own issue of the Lobo.
marked by conflicting reports from three The demand was refused.
psychiatrists, the Regents voted 4·0 to
involuntarily retire associate professor of
Spring 1975
Electrical Engineering Jovan Djuric. The
hearing was held despite protests by
Feb. 21 - ASUNM vice president
faculty and the elected Academic Freedom Ernesto Gomez was found guilty of two
and Tenure Committee. It was charged counts of election tampering by the
that his mental health had deteriorated Student Court. He was impeached by the
and that he wns unable to perform normal ASUNM Senate Feb. 26. Gomez filed an
teaching duties. Djuric filed a $215,000 appeal with President Heady. March 18,
lawsuit charging violation of his civil the Regents refused to uphold the senate's
rights. Feb. 1, 1975, UNM began conviction of Gomez and ordered that he
procedures to fire Djuric. The N .M. be reinstated as undergraduate student
·
Supreme Court refused to .rule on whether body vice president.
the Regents had the right to involuntarily
March 4 - The General Faculty passed
retire him. March 10 U.S. District Court a resolution for specific subject entrance
Judge Richard Traub ordered UNM to requirements, considered after statistics
reinstate Djuric to the same position he showed a marked decline in the
held before the Uegents forclld him into educational attainment of entering fresh·
retirement. The Academic Freedom and men after the dropping of requirements in
Tenure Committee sided with the 1970. The resolution was to go into effect
University administration Sept. 8, saying in Fall, 1977.
that the burden of proving the charges
April 25 - William E. Davis was in·
hnd been met. Djuric would be terminated dicated as the man to replace the retiring
effective March 5, 1976. Djuric decided to Heady as UNM president. Hendy wns to
appeal to the Regents to overturn their retire in December.
April 30 - The southwest section of the
termination order. Sept. 26 he asked the
ll.egents to disqualify themselves from ceiling at University Arena caught fire
hearing his appeal. Nov. 1 the Regents from a welder's torch, damaging wiring,
denied Djuric's appeal.
insulation and 51 square feet of steel
Aug. 26- President Heady suspended beam. The incident occured during
Dr. K. Claude Hempen, station manager construction to enlarge the Pit's seating
of KNME, for five working days after a capacity.
special ad hoc committee suggested he be
Fall1975
fired on grounds of mismanagement. The
suspension was later extended through
Sept. 21 - $25,000 worth of Navajo
Sept. 16. Sept. 25, Hempen was fired by
Hendy for irregular business activities. silver-and-turquoise jeweky were stolen
Hempen appealed the decision Oct. 2. He from Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
was reinstated Oct. 14 by the Regents.
Oct. 1 - Heady stepped down as
Oct. 15 Hempen was put on probation for president.

Oct. 18 - SeU·avowed lesbian P.M.
Duffey
Ingrassia
was
elected
Homecoming Queen. Gov. Jerry Apodaca
declined to appear to crown her during
halftime of the homecoming game.

Fall1974

Spring 1976
Jan. 28 - Davis banned Untitled, a
nude dance performance, which was
scheduled as part of a modem dance
presentt~tion in Popejoy HalL
March 6 - Five black basketball
players boycotted a game against UTEP,
for reasons of racism, lack of playing time
and lack of respect from the coaching
staff.
Fall1976

Sept. 16 - ASUNM Senate in deficit of
approximately $20,240, caused by the
previous year's film and speakers com·
mittees. The senate borrowed $8,200 from
the business office to help-pay the debt.
Nov. 31 - Three students who were
arrested on charges of defacing University
property by spray painting protest
slogans on UNM bui.ldings were
suspended for one year.
The first week of December ARA Food
Management Services took over La
Posada, stressing higher standares of
sanitation, faster service and a larger
selection in the controversial dining hall.
Spring 1977
Jan. 14 -Declaring that the powers of
the Regents were being relinquished to
state government, UNM's faculty and
students, Albert G. Simms II resigned
from the Board. Simms' resignation came
one week after Gov. Jerry Apodaca ap·
pointed Colleen Maloof to the Board as a
continued on page 15t
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Decade ends with basketball scandal

oontlnued from paga1Q

replacement for Austin Roberts, whose
tenn expired that same month. Apodaca
also reappointed Calvin Horn to hiB
second term on the Board,
Feb, 8 - Racism and the inability of
the UNM administrators and faculty to be
sensitive to the needs of others was the
reason why there were no black regular
faculty members at UNM and why Afro·
American Studies could not achieve
departmental status, said Harold Bailey,
Afro-American Studies director.
Mid-March, the New Mexico Student
Loan program at UNM had been
operating for some time in technical
violation of the federal Truth in Lending
Act, not telling applicants .and recipients
the full amount of finance charges.
Falll977
Aug. 15 - P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, selfavowed and nationally known lesbian,
resigned from the ASUNM senate. She
had been in the senate since Spring 1974,
twice lost bids for president and was
chairman of the finance, steering aTJ.d
presidential appohitments committees.
Sept. 7 - A battle raged over the use of
the "bell curve" between the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, Nathaniel
Wollman, and the department of Modern
and Classical Language.9.
Sept. 13 - The Faculty Senate passed
on voice vote n new drop-add policy
allowing until the sixth week to drop
classes, trimmed down from 12 weeks.
Spring 1978
Feb. 21 - New Mexico became the first
state in the nation to permit the controlled
prescription of marijuana. The action
came from the efforts of UNM student
Lynn Pierson. Pierson died Aug. 15, 1978
of cancer.
Feb. 25 - ASUNM Senator and
political activist Elva Benson was killed in
a two· car collision in Albuquerque.
March 4 - Lobos won the WAC
basketball crown by defeating Wyoming
93-74 before 18,382 fans at the Pit.

New Maxico House of Representatives to
fill the seat vacated by his father, Bennie
J. Aragon (Dist. 13, Albuquerque).
Jan. 20 - Davis said UNM does not
offer credit for work with the National
Organization for the Refonn of Marijuana
Laws. NORML coordinator Alex Kaplan
attempted to set up an individual studies
course through General Studies to lobby
for the legalization of marijuana·. Kaplan
did no~ turn in a written proposal, so the
course was non-existent.

housing authorities. April 18, the ter·
mination was upheld. Apodaca was told to
lt>ave at end of the spring 1979 semester.
April 18 - The UNM faculty salary
budget was to be cull<$507. 000 from fiscal
year 1978·79. Forty-eight percent of the
cut would be from the College of Arts and
Science. Reasons: declining full-time
enrollment and the decline in number of
student hours attempted in A&S.

Spring 1979

Oct. 9 - It was revealed that donation
of a $275,000 scoreboard for University
Stadium was not a gift but a swap bet·
ween First National Bank in Albuquerque
and UNM. The swap involved $35,000 for
a scholarship fund, season football and
basketball tickets, reserved parking for
athletic events and advertising rights.
Oct. 9 - Director of Athletics Luvon
McDonald, at Davis' ::mggestion,
requested reassignment within the
University. Davis reassigned him to
Student Financial Aids.
Sept. 26 - UNM received a lettl'r of
official inquiry from the NCAA alleging 57
irregularites in the UNM men's basketlJnl!
program. UNM has until Feb. 1, 1980 to
respond.
Oct. 19 - The temporary closing of a
low·level nuclear waste storage site in
Washington state deprived UNM of its
only waste burial site, forcing tht>
University to store its waste on campus. .
Nov. 16 - Voter turnout in the wel~k's
two-day ASUNM general election was tht>
lowest in hm years - 700 voted.
Nov. 20 - UNM football Conch Hill
Mandt's contract was not renewed by the
Regents.
Nov. 28
An ongoing men's
basketball scandal surfaced with the FBI
raid of University Arena. Subsequently,
Head Coach Norm Ellenberger was fired,
assistant coach and "ace" recruiter
Manny Goldstein resigned, seven players
were declared ineligible and five
basketball games were forfeited. The
scandal then spread to three football
players: six 1979 football victories were
forfeited.

BCMC Professionals'
Feb. 5
Association labor union filed a $500,000
damage suit against officials at BCMC,
UNM and Bernallio County Commission,
accusing them of interfering with efforts
by the union to organize nurses and other
prcfessionals at the center.
Feb. 11 - France V. Scholes, who
helped establish UNM as an institution of
higher education, died of pneumonia. In
1924 he began teaching at UNM, in 1946
he was named Graduate School dean and
in 1949 he became UNM's first academic
vice president. He retired in 1962.
Norm Ellenberger
March 8 - Jeffery Perkins, Lobo
football player, was booked on charges of
Fall1978
aggravated battery on a Coronado Hall
security aid and resisting arrest. Perkins'
Aug. 25 - The future of 55 UNM
donn contract wns tenninated after the
employess, whose positions are under the
incident. The security aid had been found
federal CETA program, was uncertain due
unconscious and was treated for a con·
to Albuquerque city government
cussion and bruises.
mismanagement of funds. Sept. 28, 1979,
March 23 - Jerry Apodaca, Jr., son of
22 UNM CETA employees worked their
the former governor of New Mexico,
last day on the job.
freshman football player and Hokonn Hall
Aug. 29 - Director of Athletics Lavon
resident, was ordered out of the dorm by
McDonald had former UNM All-American
housing officials twice in the past 3
track star Lionel Ortega removed by
months, yet lived there still. Apodaca had
UNM police from UNM track. Ortega
his housing contract tenninated twice,
refused to leave, was arrested and was • once for a food fight and once for striking
charged with criminal trespass. UNM
another resident. Apodaca appealed both
dropped the charges. Ortega had been
terminations tQ Vice President for Student
running after assigned hours.
Affairs Marvin Johnson, and was
returned to donn. The Student Standards
Spring 1979
and Grievance Committee upheld termination of contract. March 27, Apodaca
Jan. 19- Robert Aragon, 21, a UNM
appealed to President Davis. April 11,
senior history major, was appointed to the Davis returned the Apodaca decision to

Fall 1979

CANHELPYOU
SURVIVE THE CLIMB

Returning Students Association
Wed. Jan. 23 or Thurs. Jan. 24
come to either session
7:00-9:00 Anthropology Lecture Hall Rm.l70
For flllt"er 1nfor1Wii00 cr free child core coll277·3361

TOP DOLLAR
on campus, Insured
Popptn' Jumpers from the foul Ime or
cheenn'm the bleachers the Pepst Generatron
knows that a courtful of team sprnt
rs a btg part of havtng a Pepsi Day And whEJn the
game takes a break. they make a fast
break lor plimty of tCe·cold Pepst-Cola
But Pepst People aren't JUSt sports
fans tn the gym. They're ktdS in Pepst·Cola·s Yo Jth
Sports Program -learnmg sports sktlls today
they can use for a lifetime Ktds learnmg to love the
excttement of all sports each and
every day Ktds learnmg to make each day
a Pepst Day You can. too
C'mon, C'mon. C'mon
and Have a Pepst Day.

Money Market
Certificate Accounts
1I 4% Higher Than Standard
182 day money market rates

THIS WEEK
12.11o/o
January 14-20
$5,000 minimum deposit, early withdrawal
subject to substantial penalty
all accounts insured up to $40,000 by NMCUS/C

Coronado Credit Union
1712 Las Lomas NE
Hours: Mon·Thurs 10·3, Fri. 10·4:30
Seroing UNM/BCMC Employees

EDUC.TIONAL
CENTER
TEST PAEPAIIATlON
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931

VIsit Any Center

And see Far Yaurstlt
Wily WI Make The DifflfiiCI
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Winter
classes now
forming
127 Jlfferson NE
26~2524

Good looking hair. That gets noticed. That's a Command Performance haircut.
A haircut that will hold its shape more than ·ust a few
A haircut that won't
try to force your
hair into n style that's
not right for it.
We'll smrt with n careful
study of your hnir's naturn! inclinations. Our
precision haircutters
notice everything that's
right (as well as everything that~" wrong) with
the way your hair has
always grown.
Then they'll give you
..
our precision cut. One that adapts the style
you want
he hair you have. So, our precision hnircut not only looks great the first day.
li \elp to hold your hair in shape, even as your hair continues to grow.
And you'll continue to get all the looks you're looking for.

Sierra Vista

Shopping Center

Mon. ·Fri., Sat. 9-6
298·9521

No appointments necessary, ever. Just $14 for guys and gals.

Command Perfortnance®
Over 3 50 Hnircutting Stores Coast to Coast

Arrowhead Square

Mon.· Fri. 9·9, Sat. 9-6
266-2949
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FREEPORT, Texas (UPI) A crewmember who "wanted to
go home right now" hijacked the
shrimper Easy Rider, locked two
hostages in an ice locker and led
the Coast Guard on a zig-zag 200mile all-night chase across the
Gulf of Mexico, authorities said
Sunday.
FBI agents traveling by Coast
Guard cutter caught up with the
vessel and boarded it near
Freeport about 20 hours after the
hijacking began 25 miles
southeast of Morgan City, La.
The hijacker, armed with a .22
caliber pistol and a rifle,
surrendered peacefully and his
hostages - the ship's captain
and another crewman - were
reported unharmed.
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Shritnper crewmember hijacks ship
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Agents
arrested
Robin
Standsbury
of Brownsville,
Texas, identified as the crew's
"header" who prepared shrimp
for storage.
No charges were immediately
filed in the incident.
The ship's captain, Jack
Waller Jr., and the hostage
crewman, Ronald Bush, both
also of Brownsville, brought the
boat to port in Freeport. Waller
said he was tired after the ordeal
- and chilled from spending an
hour in the ice locker with Bush
- hut had not been afraid during
the incident.
"It sure was cold down there."
Waller said.
Waller said the hijacking
began Saturday morning after he

Lance trial today
ATLANTA (UPI) - Former
federal budget chief Bert Lance,
who rose from a $90-a-week bank
clerk to the nation's top money
manager, goes on trial today with
three former business associates
on federa charges of bank fraud.
Although uncertainty looms
from at least two pending pretrial actions, including a motion
to dismiss. Presiding U.S.
District Judge Charles Moye has
made it clear that he will frown
upon delays in beginning the
trial.
The motion to dismiss, which
Moye said hw woud consider
before a jury is sworn, results
from a decision last week by the
5th Circuit Appeals tht Lance
was denied the right to a hearing
on whether ,JusticE Department
leaks to the pres mfluenced the
Grand Jury to indict.
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U.S. District Judge Richard
Freeman denied the hearing and,
after the indictment was
returned, Moye denied a
dismissal motion on similar
grounds citing Freeman's
decision.

changed filters on the diesel
engine below deck.
"I came upstairs and Hobin
had a pistol and a rifle," Waller
said. "He said he wantt>d to go to
Brownsvillt>. He said he had an
l'mergency, which didn't make
any sense since we had a radio."
Waller said he was surprised
by the actions of Standsbury,
who had worked for him for 13
days.
"He was real quiet. I never
expected anything like this out of
him," Wal]er said. "He just
wanted to go home. One minute
he was quiet and thP next he was
real talkative, saying he wanted
to go home right now.''
Waller said he weighed anchor
and headed toward Brownsville.

III.' put out a muyday call, snying
he was being hPld at ~-,runpnint.
and th£• Coast Guard lwgan
tracking the Easy Hidm· on radar,
aceording to Coast Guard
rPcords.
A Coast Guard plane JoratC'd
t.lw boat £'arly Saturday PVC'lling
and began pursuing it. as it movp
toward Galveston. Two I•'B I
ngents -- one trainrd in hoRtngP
m•gotiutions ·- gave rhm>P on thr
il2-foot cutter Point Nl'WPII to
inter('ept tilt' shrimper.
Following the lumr-long i<'Plocker ordeal, Waller said, "al
around 9 p.m. ht• (Ht.nncl~burv I
lPt us out and said llwrc> wus' a
boat hPhind us and hl• wasn't
surP what it wus. I (.riPd to makr
him think it was un oil boat."

Carter's proposed budget calls for
greater reduction in annual deficit
Carter already has promised a
real increase - that is, exrluding
the increase caused by inflati(ln
- of at least 3 perc.ent in the
military budget. The governmC'nt
also has begun a $2 million grain.·
buying program to ease the
burden of the grain embargo he
announced against the Soviet
Union.

WASHINGTON (UPIJ
President Carter said Sunday
night his proposc.>d 1981 budget
will call for greater reductions in
the annual federal deficit despite the burden of increased
military spending and the grain
embargo.

The defense held open the
possibility of calling on the
appellate court to delay the trial.
"In the 1981 budget, shortly to
Moye said last week jury be released, the proposed deficit
selection will begin today at 8:30 will be no more than one-half of 1
a.m. MST.
percent of gross national
product," Carter said in a
message to Congress at the start
The judge has ordered printed
of the White House ConfPrPnct•
questionnaires for prospective
on Small Husinells.
jurors, to expedite the jury
selection. The method is rarely
It was learned that Carter is
u.sed, but should avoid excessive
in-court procedural challenges planning a budget of $615 billion
and speed up the selection of a to $620 billion - with a deficit of
$15 billion to $20 billion.
panel.

Cambridge
high school
to reopen
l'AMHHII>(rJ<:, Mnus. !tiP!)
Close'<! for n wee•k bPt'ause• a
t,f,'(•n·ngt' hoy was stnhhPci to
dt•nth in what. apparc>nt.ly was a

m<'ial inl'idt>n!, Camhridgc·
Hindgt> and Latin High Hchoo!
rE~ljJPns Mondny for a half-day
sPsr--don.

'I'Iw srhool WU!l C']ospd for a
£'ooling-off JlPriod that allow!'CI
11t udc•n! s und tlwir parl'nts to
hold IWVPrul mt•Pt.ings and
disC'ussiomJ nhout racp rPla! ions.
A1~t hony
Colosimo, 17, a
st>nior at !lw s!'hnol, diPCI ln;Jt.
Monday from stah woundfl lw
suffPrt'd in what oUwr Htdc•ntfl
said was a fight t•ausPd hv radal
prohlPtns.
'
Colosimo waH whit£>. A 16y!'ar-old black juvenile was
arrPst('(] 'I'uc•sday and was still in
c·ustody Hunday at an undisdosed lo£'ation without bail,
Cambridge policC' said. The youth
was charged with murder.
William Graham, a form11r
student at the school and a friend
of Colosmio, was seriouH[y in·
i un,>d in the incident. He was in
fair condition Sunday at Cnmbridg<' City Hospital.

Carter pointed out that his
ad ministration had 8Ucceeded in
Anothc•r whit<l youth and thr<•c•
lowering the annual deficit from
otlwr
hlac·k stucl<•ntfl Wl'r!' in·
$67 hillion when he took offire to
volvl'd
in the fight, polir<• said.
S30 hillionlaAt year.
Heveral mr•rt.ings on Uw in·
"In 1976, the fl.'deral d<•firit rid<•nt and its aft<•rmath huvP
n•presented 4.6 percent of our lwrn lwld since• the r;tahbin~(.
gross national product. In 1979, Tht•y started Wednsclay wh!'n
the fiscal year just completed, it about l.fiOO studeutH and parc•nts
was 1.2 percent of !,'TOss national met with th<~ Cambridg<• school
product," he said.
committee.

*******BACK TO SCHOOL SALE*******

EXPLORE
EXPERIENCE,
EXPAND•••

Evolve with
Continuing
Education.

HP.31E
reg. 5000
NOW4250

Community College (non-credit courses)
Spri_ng Schedule of Classes

HP33E
reg. 90
NOW7495
00

IIP34C
reg. 150°0
NOWI3495

Offering Daytime and Evening Classes

•Yoga
•Bodymind
• Photography
•Calligraphy
•E.I.T. Review
•Gardening
•Disco Dance
•Vegetarian Cookery
•Copyright for Educators
•Trends in Chicano Thought
......... and most anything else!
f:or a complete listing i>f specific cla~ses offered, pick up a bulletin at the UNM
Division of Continuing Education and Community Services, 805 Yale NE, or at
any Albuquerque Public Library.

Register Now!
for information Call:
277-3751

Shop Now! For Ski Bibs
Ada
lUi
.Juniors OUR REG. 8Z9.H
..0
• . , . , .99 $36.00
• 19.99 SIZESS.I4
OURREG.

KnitDa1s
$1.99·· 3.99
Coor1 81 CorrafM

LOS ALTOS
CENTER
Lomas l!o Eubank N E

Mon.-S.t, 10-6
Sundoy noof\o6

Mon.-5et. 10-6
Sunday noon-5

CORRALES
CENTER

Warm Gloves
$3.99 4.99

I

FAR NORTH
JUAN TABO
CENTER
'\
PLAZA
SOn Mateo l!o Acodomy
Montaami!'Y a

Mon.-S.t. 10-8
Sundoy noon-S
also in S.nta f:t

Juan Tobo NE
Os>on Till 8

R~gistralion Hour~: Wcekd~y5

8 a.rn. 6 p.m.
Saturday~ 9:30a.m.
1:30 p.m.
VJriou> "ff.~,nnpm clas~~'>. Senior Citi1c11 di~tour11
.!Y,Iilabll', MJ>terdJ.trgc and Vis.! accepted.
SpcciJI

.
The
Southwest's. Center for
Continuing Education

CLOTHI~G OUTLETS

HP-31E - Scientific. Trigonometric, exponential and math functions. Metric
conversions. Fixed and scientific display
modes. Full 10 digit display. 4 addressable storage registers.

HP-33E Programmable Scientific•
Science, math and statistical calculator
with the added clout of progammability.
49 lines of fully-merged program
memory. Editing keys, control keys and
a full range of conditional keys. 8 ad~
dressable storage registers.

ALSO ON SALE:
HP-32E reg. 70°0 NOW 6295
HP-38E reg. 120°0 NOW 9995
HP-67 reg. 375°0 NOW 31995
HP-97 reg. 750°0 NOW 637 50

THE ALL NEW HP-.HC. The new HP34C Advanced Continuous Memory
Scientific Programmable offers an impressive array of programming features:
up to 370 programmable keystrokes;
label, line and indirect branching; 6
subroutine levels; indirect data storage;
insert/ delete editing; 4 flags; 12 labels;
2 user definable keys; loop control and
morel

SALE
ENDS
JAN. 31,

1980.

QUANTITIES LIMITED

HEWLETT
PACKARD

We also carry a full line of HP accessories for all your needs, as well drafting supplies, technical books,
maps, and survey equipment.
,-----------------------------~ Hours: 8-5:30 M-F 8:30-4:30 Sat.
401 Wyoming NE 265-7981

1 S, INC.a----------~
•--------tHDLMAN
1

Pa!(\'
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Catnpus Briefs
Staff bash
today in SUB

UNM BOOKSTORE
Special Registration Hours:
"

Monday, Jan. 21: 8am to ?pm
Tuesday, Jan. 22: Bam to ?pm

SHOP LATE&
AVOID THE RUSH!
BOOK RETURNS POLICY
Books purchased for the Spring Semester 1980 may
be returned for full refund through Saturday.
February 16. 1980. provided:
1) Books must be ln original condition.
2) Books must be accompanied by cash receipt.
3) Students J.D. must be presented with return.

A Staff Appreciation reception
will be held today at 3:30p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom, President
William E. Davis said.
"We have scheduled this
occasion to say 'thank you' to the
employees of the University for
the work they do here," Davis
said.
The program will include the
awarding of pins to employees
with 15, 25, 30 and 35 years of
service at UNM, recognition for
other aspects of UNM service,
remarks by President Davis and
Henry Jaramillo, president of the
Regents, and a variety of door
prizes.
There will also be en·
tertainment and refreshments.

Spolsky on
national board
Bernard Spolsky, dean of the
Office of Graduate Studies and
professor of linguistics, has been
elected chairman of the board of
trustees of the Center for Applied
Linguistics.
The center, located in
Arlington, Va., was established
in 1959 through a grant from the
Ford I•'oundation and is an independent
non·profit
organization dedicated to the
application of the findings of
linguistic science to the solution
of educational and social
problems.

UNM program
awarded grant

Mountain OutfitteJ·s

The Johns·Manville Sales
Corp. of Denver has awarded a
$750 grant to the Hispanic
Engineering Program, said
Richard S. Sanchez, assistant
director of the Office of School
Relations.

"We anticipatE' using the grant
for recruitment and such support
services as guidance and
counseling,
motivational
programs, tutoring and group
interaction meetings," Sanchez
said.

A similar grant made last year
by the corporation was used to
provide scholarships for two
students, he said.
Out of 900 freshmen enrolled in
the College of Engineering for the
1979-80 academic year, 2.36 are
Hispanic, Sanchez said.

Tuition waiver
policy change
UNM employees wishing to
take classes during the spring
semester should fill out and sign
tuition waivers and complete
registration procedures prior to
the first day of class, said A.
Milton Garrett, associate
director of the personnel office's
Management Development and
Training Program.
"For both credit and non·
credit courses, retroactive tuition
waiver approvals no longer
exist," he said. "Over the years,
it has been a courtesy extended
to employees of thl' University,
but the practice has gotten so
larg(' and become so unwieldy
that it has been curtailed," he
Raid.
Garrett said problems arose
when such waivers were ap•
proved. "The first problem came
as a result of paying employees
for a course they had previously
paid for out of the prior fiscal
year. Monies were being tran·
sferred for one year that should
have m:curred from the earlier
year," he said.

Community College
enrollment begins

JANUARY
INVENTORY
REDUCTION

UP TO 50o/o OFF!
9611 Menaul NE

293-9725

Ceramics for the Blind and
Visually-Impaired,
Ukrainian
Easter Eggs, Adventures in
Eating, Civil Defense 1980 and
Country and Western Disco are
among new offerings included in
the more than 225 elasses that
will be available through the
UN M Community College for the
1980 spring semester.
Sponsored by the UNM
Division
of
Continuing
Education and Community
Services, the majority of the
classes are open to all persons
who are at least 18 years old,
regardless of their educational
backgrounds. However, some of
the classes are open to younger
persons.
"This is the highest number of
classes ever offered in one
semester by the Community
College," said Joel White,
Community College Program
Coordinator.
About 18 percent of the classes.
will be offered at various off·
camtms loeations. "There ate
also about 20 classes that will be
·offered during the daytime or on
Saturdays," he said. The
remainder of the classes will also
be offered at convenient times in

order to accommodate working
adults.
For most of the classes, there
are no grades, tests or tran·
scripts, although certificates of
completion can be obtained upon
request.
All classes have minimum and
maximum enrollment levels.
White said interested persons are
urged to register as soon as
possible to guarantee their place
in class and leveL
Fees for the classes vary, but
attempts are made to keep the
costs as low as possible. All
classes are taught by qualified
instructors.
Registration can be conducted
through Feb. 1 by visiting the
division's offices at 805 Yale NE
weekdays from 8 to 6 p.m. and on
Saturda~s from 9:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Most of the classes begin the
week of Feb. 4-9. Registrations
will be accepted through the first
week of class, if soace nermits.
Further information about
registration procedures or class
offerings can be obtained by
contacting the UNM Division of
Continuing Education and
Community Services.

Toxic chemical
spilled in Ohio
train derailment

ATHENS, Ohio (UPI) - A
highly toxic chemical spilled
Sunday in the derailment of a
Conrail freight train eight miles
north of Athens and authorities
evacuated residents of two rural
southeastern Ohio towns.
Seventeen cars of the 35·car
train jumped track shorUy after 6
a.m., spilling quantities of
tuluene diisocyanate, a. highly
flammable and toxic chemical,
and propeline glycol, used as a
food additive and in antifreeze,
authorities said.
No injuries were reported as a
result of the spill. One man
refused to leave his home, a
deputy sheriff said, because "he
wanted to milk a cow."
Allan Franks, spokesman for
the
Ohio
Environmental
Protection Agency, the spill
caused one small fire and tainted
a small creek, but was contained
by mid-morning.
About 300 residents of
Millfield and East Millfield,
many routed from their beds,
were evacuated early Sunday. By
Sunday night, those living in
East Millfield were advised they
could return home.
Authorities could not say what
caused the derailment as the
train headed for Columbus from
Dixon, W.Va.
Ken Harsh, EPA assistant
chief for emergency response,
said in liquid or gas forms,
diisocyanate is highly poisonous,
but by late Sunday much of it

had gelled. Reporters and
workers cleaning debt'is protected
against contamination by
washing in a solution of alcohol,
ammonia and water.
Harsh said acid had con·
t.aminated Sunday Creek, but
had not reached the Hocking
River, thanks to bulldozed earth
walls piled up in a hurry. He said
the acid that did seep would have
to be physically removed from
the ground and sewer systems
and dumped elsewhere.
Authorities doused a small fire
which apparently resulted when
the diisocyanate leaked to an area
where trash had been burning.
An EPA official said earlier
reports that the leaking chemical
was sulfuric acid probably
surfaced because this chemical
was stored in a building near the
site of the derailment on County
Road 93 off Ohio 13.
Anna Marie Simpkins, who
lives near the tracks, said she
was awakened by a loud noise
and jumped out of bed. to see the
wreck. She ran next door, she
said. to the trailer she rents to
John Damon and pulled him out.
Damon was treated for shock. ·
His 1980 Ford Mustang parked
in front of the trailer was crushed
by a railroad car.
Ohio 13 and several county
roads were closed because of the
spill. A spokesman for the patrol
said Ohio 1.3 reopened several
hours later, but that County
Road 93 "probably would be
closed for about a week.''

Top priority expected for
oil windfall profits tax
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Three main components of
President Carter's energy
program - particularly the oil
windfall profits tax - are ex·
pected to get top priorty
treatment when Congress
resumes work later this month.
House and Senate negotiators
are due to meet Jan. 17 to
continue seeking a compromise
on their differing windfall tax
bills before Congress returns Jan.
22,
The conferees agreed before the
Christmas holidays on a $227.3
billion revenue figure for the
windfall bill, splitting the difference between the Senate's
$J 78 billion tax and the $227
billion tax passed by the House.
But they did not complete
work on the windfall tax, so the
president postponed further
decontrol of domestic oil priced
until Congress sends him an
acceptable bilL

The delay is estimated to be
costing domestic oil companies
$700,000 a day, so politicians
from oil producing states which are well represented on
both the House and Senate
conference delegations - are
expected to push for a quick
completion of the legislation.
Carter wants the tax so the
treasury can receive some of the
nearly $1 trillion in unearned
income oil producers are expected
to make between 1980 and 1990
because of Carter's decision to
deeontrol domestic oil prices,
allowing domestic erude prices to
rise gradually to world levels.
One of the controversial
decisions facing the conference
committee is whether to raise the
tax on independent oil producers
or on major oil companies to
make up the difference between
the $178 billion Senate bill and
the $227.3 billion eompromise.

California nuke plant closed
Sacramento, Calif. (UPII - The 913·megawatt Rancho Seco
nudear power plant was shut down Sunday for an investigation of
leaking coolant water.
·
Utility spokesman Jeff Mane said the water leakage was discovered
Saturday during a regular check of reactor coolant levels.
"Apparently there's a leak within the system, but no radioactive
water has spilled outside the plant," Marx said. "The leakage rate is
within acceptable levels that expect some leakage. It's barely beyond
what's permitted.".
Facility operators "were not sure where the leakage was occurring,"
Marx said.
He said the facility, operated by the Sacramento Municipal Utilities
District, may remain closed until Saturday when the nuclear power
plant will be refueled. The process of placing new fuel rods into the
system would require that the power plant be turned off. .
The near-twin of Pennsylvania's trouble-plagued Three Mile Island
nuclear power plant has reported at least two similar incidents since
its construction in 1975.
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MAKE A PERSONAL COMMITMENT
FOR A PROUD, STRONG AMERICA
In Today's Army concerned young men and women can help keep
America proud and strong. Your local Army Representative
has the facts about the many personal benefits, cash bonuses and
the Veterans Educational Assistance Program. Make the decision
today to really do something to help your country. You bring
the talent and the dedication and we'll provide the challenge and
the training and give you a reason to be proud.

766·2251
883·8514

•

298-6787
898-2769

•

Join the People Who've Joined the Army

•

zza
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
one
next
1
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•

1
I
I

•

1
1
I

Buy

pizza,

smaller size freeo :

With this coupon, buy any giant, large or medium size pizza at
regular menu price and get your second pizza of the next smaller
•ire wid>"'"'' n=h« of ingrediono, "P
lngredi••"·
free. Present this coupon with I'UeSt check.

""h"'

valldlllru

Jan. 24, 1980

~upon not valid with Gourmet Plzzu

zz.& J.nn.,

•
•
P.aza 1nn~i~

I
I

40

111

I
1
1

··························~
~
1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
5555 Monfgornety N.E.
3040JuanTabo

296-0588
881-1018
298-6868
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Adolescents
topic of new
•
spnng course

DEAR UNM COLLEAGUE:
U.W.U. - C.W.A. thinks the
bestwaytoshow APPRECIATION
is to give immediate
CONSIDERATION to the
request for RECOGNITION.

The adolescent will be the
focus of a new course to be taught
this spring by Dr. Richard Smith
of the department of home
economics.
Smith, who admits that
adolescence is difficult to define,
believes that it "may be the state
of mind typical of individuals
who no longer are children but
are not yet adults."
He insists that while much is
known about infancy, the early
school years and old age, the
adolescent appears to occupy a
"no man's land" about which
little is known.

Work is continuing on the landscaping project betwoon the
SUB and Popejoy Hall that was to have been completed by

Dec. 24, 1979. A new completion- date has not been announced. !Photo by Mark Poulsen)
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His class will spotlight the
adolescent in a normal setting the family. It will deal with
physical
and
emotional
developemnt, with teenage
sexual behavior, family relations,
teenage marriages, moral
development and with such
topics as drug use among
adolescents, education,
vocations, intelligence and ethnic
groups.
Smith, who taught a similar
course at the University of
Arizona before joining the UNM
faculty in 1978, is convinced that
the chie.f problem of the
adolescent is communicating
with parents.
Among guidelines for parents
seeking to deal successfully as
adolescent children, Smith
suggests "treating the children
as equal human beings; dealing,
with issues, not personalities;
establishing reasonable and
equitable rules and guidelines:
having reasnable and equitable
consequences for infractions,
spending time on a regular basis
with the adolescents and being
willing to listen."

THE CENTRAL
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U.W.U.- C.W.A. congratulates
U.N.M. employees who are being hpnored at the Staff Appreciation reception at 3:30 to day in the SUB. It is
a rare occasion indeed when the management of the University makes such
a display of appreciation for the dedication & productivity of the staff.
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}!r. lfilliam E. Davis

President
University of New Nexico
Scholes Hall #160
1901 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Nexico 87106
Dear Mr. Davis:
This is to inform you that a number of the University of New Mexico staff
employees hove designated the University Workers United-Communications
Workers of America as their bargaining agent.
Consider this a request by the University Workers United-Communications
Wor~ers of.America. that the Univers~ty implement its Labor-Management
Po~1cy as 1t perta1ns to the determ1nation of an appropriate bargaining
UD1t.

We hope the same appreciative attention is given to the following letter
delivered to President Davis on

The Organization feels that a secret ballot election should be conducted
!mong.these empl~yees as ?uickly as possible. Consequently, we ask your
1mmed1ste attent1on to th1s matter.
Sincerely yours,

(1A___, Cj,~~

~e~o::·~~ Bailey, Adm~trative

Assistant
to the Vice President - CWA District 8

January 8, 1980:

JAB/lmg
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TORTA

an old world artist's coHee house
1412 Central SE • 247-0668

Calendar of Events
eGrass

with The Coachmen
& sit·in·arlists

Wednesday 8:30p.m. $1.00

If you can easily read the above lines, you may have the kind o£ language talent that the
National Security Agency needs.
Opportunities now exist for candidates skilled in the languages shown, plus certain other
unusual foreign languages as well. Those selected Will he able to make valuable contributions
in the production of national defense intelligence.
.
The National Security Agency offers a variety of challenging assignments for language majors
... translation, transcription, area researcli projects, to name a few. Newly-hired linguists
receive advanced training in their primary languages and can plan on many years of continued
professional growth.
Intellectual challenge is part of NSA's language, too ... plus attractive surroundings in our
suburban Maryland headquarters. Salaries start at the GS-7 level for BA degree graduates, plus
all the usual benefits of Federal employment.
U. S. cltitenship is required.
Schedule an NSA interview through your College Placement Office. Or call us collect at
(301) 796·6161. Mr. Barnard Norvell, College Recruitment Manager, will be happy to talk with you.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M32R
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer rn/f

Jazz Trio

The Jim Trost

Jazz Trio

u.w.u. .-

C.W.A. urges the administration to define as broad a
bargaining unit as possible so that all employees of the university can take
part in the collective bargaining effort.

(Santa Fe's finest jazz piano)

Friday 8:30p.m. $2.00

South American &
Caribbean Music

IUHISIIf11':01 Ali'rlllaWnOif
U

by "AYOCUAN"

and Tony Quinones

Saturday 8:30 $2.00

Classical Concert

The Alondra Trio
(/lute, violin, & cello)

LET'S RECOGNIZE U.N.M. EMPLOYEES
EVERY FISCAL YEAR, NOT JUST ONE IN 15
YEARS!

Sunday 2·5 p.m. $1.00

LET'S HONOR OUR FELLOW EMPLOYEES
TODAY! COME TO THE RECEPTION!

SUNGLASS HD'QTS

While at the reception, pick up a union button & tum in 11 designation card.

Casey Opfical Co.
(3 d0¢rs wosl ol Your Drug)
4l06Lomas of Washington
:Z65·M46
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Rita's
Quilt'n Sewing Center
1606 Central S.E.
243-1452

LEARN
TO QUILT
6 Easy Lessons
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1st OFFICIAL BALLOON FESTIVAL POSTER
Unsigned $12.00
Signed $35.00
• CHINESE PAPERCUTS & CARDS •
•SELECTJON 01' EJARDWOODIMETAL READY·MADE FRAMES •

qteF"'~1>7f'ssHorvan~se
~Ae•• ~~~

266-2333

Despita the disagreement, Brown said, "We still
see Korea differently. We have to recogniza this or
else we will rush into a situation in which disappointments in an individual matter will cause wide
swing~:; in our attitudes toward the Chinese."
During his stopover in Japan, Brown was to
meet with Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira and
other leaders and discuss Afghanistan and a
possible increase in Japan's defense capabilities,
Japanese officials said.

s:

MANY OTHER O'KEEFFE'S AVAILABLE
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He said Chinese leaders did not ask for U.S.
arms, but they want to upgrade thair technology so
they can build modam weapons systems of their
own.
Asked about a report that North Korea wants to
resume talks with South Korea, he said, "It
remains to be seen if the North Korean attitude is
any different than it was before.
"They accord no legitmacy to the South Korean
government," he said. "Until that changes, there's
not going to be much in the way of political
movement."
Peking supports the communist government of
North Korea, while Washington supports the
government of South Korea.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Sacretary of Agriculture Bob
Bargland said Sunday the grain
embargo will mi!Sn meat shortagas in the Soviet Union by mid·
summer, but will have "zero"
effect of the U.S. inflation rate.
"I would advise anyone
traveling to the Soviet Union especially to the Summer
Olympics if it's held, if it's thare
- bring your own lunch," he
said.
But Bergland also said the
United Statils has carefully "not
burned any bridges," so that

ALL CHAMBER MUSIC POSTERS· $20.00

CARDS· POSTCARDS/PRINTS- POSTERS
FROM NATIONAL MUSEUMS

TOKYO (UPI) - Secretary of Defense Harold
Brown said Sunday China and the United States
have parallel interests in Asia and the two
governments intend to act together in the wake 1Jf
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
"The message that should go to t.he Soviets," he
suid, is thut China and the United States have
reached ''friendship and potential purtnership, not
directed against the Soviets, but directed toward
stability and peace and preventing expansionism
on the part of others."
Speaking on ABC's Issues and Answers
television program, Brown said the Soviet move
took "a non-aligned although Soviet-leaning
country and turned it from a traditional buffer
state into a ·puppet state."
He spoke after completing a nine-day tour of
China that included meetings with military and
civilian leaders and visits to army, air force and
navy bases.
He said both China and Washington will be
helping Pakistan against further moves by the
Soviets "probably as part of a consortium of in·
dustrialized and democratic nations, all of whom
correctly feel that Soviet action in Afghanistan has
introduced a new and dangerous element into the
world scene."

Bergland sees Red meat shortage

!;;:

~

Soviet actions in Asia
draw U.S., China closer
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normal relations can be resumad
if the Soviets "stop this mad·
ness"
and change their
aggressive foreign policy.

anticipation of a grain shortage.
This means thare will be meat
shortages and consumer protests
by mid-summer, he predicted.

•At home, he said, some grain

In an interview on CBS' "Face
The Nation," Bergland was
asked to predict the impact of the
grain cut-off on the Soviets and
on American attempts to curb
inflation.

contractors will "take a bath"
because
the
government ·
guarantees do not cover the
profits they would have made
from the grain sales.

The Russians, he replied, have
no extensive herds of cattle and
so will try to keep them intact
instead of selling them off in

But, when asked how the
embargo will affect the overall
inflation rate, he replied, "Zero
- no effect whatsoever."
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Jan. 26th thru Feb. 2nd
Start the New -Year right with
20% OFF EVERYTHING YOU NEED
ATKLR!

Silent Skiing
Student discount available

i

299-8031
1 U00-37 Ltfll>Ut!"OIIRCJI"Y
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Tanks & Reels
Thermometers
Film & Everything
(except sheet films)
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* PHOTO PAPER .. 20% OFF OLD PRICE! *
B/W FILTERS- 1/2 PRICE!
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off all
Athletic Apparel
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Shoes from

Apparel from

Miter, Saucony
Etonic, Autry
Fred Perry, Pony
Mobus, Patrick

Sports Intern at'!
Sub·4
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I
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Warmup Suits by
JEH and Winning Ways

I

-OPEN-

9:00 to 5:30.
MonthruSat

DON'T

MISS IT!

I
I
I

I

I
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We believe that an investment in
quality ski equipment deserves careful
thought about your needs for the type of
skiing you will be doing. If you are just
beginning, we therefore encourage you to
rent before you buy. We rent what we sell
and maintain our quality rental equipment
on a weekly basis. Once you have a feel
for what cross country skiing is all about,
then you can choose your equipment. To
make it easier on your budget, you may
apply one weekend's rental rate towards
purchase of a pair of skls.
As always, we guarantee everythl ng
we sell. So come see us and let us help
you get ready for the snow, and
remember ....
Lang Iaufer Ieben Ianger!•
Elizabeth Chapman
Tom Gonzales
Owners
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offer good only with coupon thru Jan. 30
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FREE copy of Runners World or Soccer World
with any purchase
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SHOEWORKS@ i
5600 McLeod NE - Surte J
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881·8372
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Cross rountry~l'ts h\le long~;!·

Beginning Skier's Outfit:
Rossignol Tau ring Ski
Haugen Appalachia Boot
E111el Popular Pole
Rot1efella Fenix Binding
Mounting and Base Prep.
Regular Price
Outfit Price

-~~.

$70.00
37.00
13.00
8.50
10.00
$138.50
$109.50

No Wax: Beginner's Outfit
Rossignol Touring AR
Haugen Classic Boot
E111el Popular Pole
Rottefella, lur Binding
Mounting & Base Prep
Regular Price
Oulfit Price

I

! M;~~:"
• Oue to the Increase in silver costs, new paper prices wt1 increase 50% otter the sole.

Experience Cross-country

Largest selection of Imports
& guaranteed used LP's
in New Me111ico

MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. :;,r:·~.N.M.
268-4876, Mon-Frl10•6, Sat 9·6
Winter Hours; open Fridays til 9

75.00
59.50
13.00
12.00
10.00
169.50
$150.00
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Satiric manners manual

Art shows to open at UNM

may outrage and offend
r.Mt~inuotf

from pngn2T

flpc·<IU>il' of his irrPv<'rr•nt.
humor, llon!Pavy has im·urrNl
till' wrath of many pPoplP, hut
r:orH· '"' mu<'h as tlw lit.Prary·
rniml<·d fpmiuh;t. For r•xampln,
orw ol 1ht" nun P luc·id pahr~agp~~; nf
thP lln•·•punrat••rl (loch• aclvh·i(ll1
till' rr•arl•·r oltlH• propriPiiPs tolw
o!J•;prvPd wiH·n admini~tPring t hr·
]a•:h 1u madam·" hindqttartPrR in
~au·h a way lF-1 to dhi('ouragP
mwlam from dc•riving an:...c·omrwn>Jat.ory pil•asltrl' from t lw
Pllort .

i•l.tli\' 'IT!•,

II Y'i'fl·! !tWA 1.1- Y

liANI'JNt;

1\:l Tl•"!'·nJANC'E (1J!()N Ul·:It."

Odcllv ••nough, howc•v1•r. for as
good a· writ.nr as hP is, Donlc•avy
fr('(jlH'nt ly usPs somP awful
c·olloquiul phrasr•H, the• wrm;t
br-ing "point in time." This
rPdunclan<'y l~oinl'd, mm;t. lilwly.
hv mmw I'VflcJivP burNlUI'rai) is
p;1rt ieularly disruptive' of thP
11uid rwrfc•t•t.ion eharactPristic of
I>onl<•avy's
stylt•.
Edwin
NPwman would haYP a justifil'cl
fit.
I lonh~avv' s litPrary l.l'ehniqul',
1JonlPavv is not., hoWPVPr,
wit.lwuL a :.Prlain ri'HJll'<'l for thr pspedally ·commmmatl'd in The
nat ural PXJll't'!ntions of thr {),•,finf<•., of Dar<·,v Dancer, has
fpmah•. lit• wrilc•s, "Upon a (]('nt somt• other curious aspects, such
Marryiltl'. a I.ud,v for H1•r us an overa bunclance of sentence
fragments, employed largt~ly for
Mont-y'':
druma~ic effect, an unusually
AT uoMt·:, ALWAYH MlX mm parsimonious usc of the comma
mtrNic Nr·:Vt•:n AJ.I.Ow A fmnvAm"ro and the complete omi9sion of
no -rtw;. ANn o~· munst: nr. A WAllE quN;tion marks. These gramtil A'!' von wm. soMt·:TIM!lS t>x- matical
infringl'ments are
1'1-HJI·:N<'l•: VAUliT': HIIIII1'1NI\RS FIIOM skillfully carried off, however, SO
Til r-: nm,smm.n sTAn' AS TIU:11 that the flow and comprehension
Hca•n~-: von As ~-:xtmss nM:<;Acm oN
of the sentences are never
I'll!-' ~liME <;RAVY THAIN. 1'0 TIH:M hampered.
"WAYS SPEAK IN A t'IRM lltiT (,OW
A WOrd of caution if you buy
ro•n: !W votl't·: ANil MAK~: stmt~ TO this book. Some swineherd at the
'<t-:VIm l'onN'rto:nMANll voun WIFfl. publishing company mixed up
1I" VI·: AT Ynlnt TONOl!R Til' TilE not less than 28 pages toward the
nE"'r .mrn:s vm1 !'AN nnt:DGE UP end of the book. This is in the
FHIIM AMUN!i YOUR FIIIENDS Bt!'r DE 1971\ edition, third printing.
··~tmJ.'Pl. THA1' 1'111\~f: Allr: NOT
Donleavy currently lives in
'<t-:Em.F,;s!.Y snnum. Sn~-: wu.L OF Ireland and has written seven
I'OI'IISE AI'I'IU-:<'IATE TIIR EXCtlRClSE nOVels, a Collection of short
nt· Y<l\111 wm.vrnAJNim Mill PI.ACF.D stories and a volume of plays.
wn, wntt•n I' AN oFrr:N MOMF.N- His works occasionally appear in
To\llll.Y MAim llt:n FOI!GF.1' YOU ARE A ()ui magazine.

Two new art. exhibitions will open in the UNM
Art M us!•um in the F'inl' Arts Center .Jan. 27.
S!'vt•nty-threl\ paintings, drawings and
watPrcolors showing "Haymond Jon son - The
Eurly Years," will hang in the Upper and North
Oalleries ,Jan. 27 to March 2.
"Fabri1•ated to lw Photographed," photographic
works by L(•n contemporary artists, will hr
display!'Cl in th~ LowPr Gallrries .Jan. 27 to Feb. 24.
,Jonson mowd to N<"w MPxico in 1924 and
taught at. UNM from 1934 until his retirPment as
professor rmPritus in 1%4. He continued
produdng abstrac·t paintings until 1971'\. His early
works from Hll 0 until 19:17, f<?atured in the
1•xhibition, demonstrate his development from a
fil,'llrative to a mon~ lyrical, abstract style, acI'Ording to Anne McCauley, assistant director of
the Art Museum.
The show includes works ranging from Jonson's
student drawings, graphic designs for the Chicago
Little Theatre in 1913 to 1917, early New Mexico
landsc.apes and mural paintings for the UNM
Library commissioned by the W .P .A. project in
1934.
McCauley said the unifying principle in all of
Jonson's works is a striving toward the expression
of lasting valuP.s through an artistic translation of
idealH such as universal peace, self-sacrifice, justice
and the harmony of man and nature.
"Fabricated to be Photographed," organized by
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, con-

sists of works by Ellen Brooks, James Casebere,
Stephan Collins, Robert Cumming, Phillip
Galgiani. Leslie Krims, John Pfahl, Donald
Hodan, Victor Schrager and Carl Toth.
Van Deren Coke, Art Museum curator of
photography, said the photographers were influenced by conceptual art's recording of happenings or events, and they chose to fabricate their
own forms and dictate the arangement rather than
rupture the" decisive moment."
Some of the 11!1 photographs are in black and
white, but the majority are color photographs
recording car~>fully assembled and specifically
constructed scenes.

"Fabricated to be Photographed" is supported
by a grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts and aided in part by the San Francisco Hotel
Tax F'und.
The Art Museum is open Tuesday through
Friday from 10 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. and on
Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m. Admission is 50 cents for
adults and free to UNM students, staff, faculty
and members of the Friends of Art.

community. I have always
supported jazz and that is where
it's at.
"Bobby Shew happens to be
one of our own people ... born and
raised in Albuquerque. When he
was 14 years old, I used to let
him blow with my group,"
Canzoneri said.
Shew began playing guitar at
age 8 and began playing trumpet
when he was 10 years old.
l:ihew became aware of the
possibility of a career in music
after a stint with the NORAD

military
multi-service band.
Since that time he has played
with the Tommy Dorsey
Orchestra, the Woody Herman
Band, the Bud Shank Quintet,
Art Pepper, Frank Strazzeri,
Chuck Flores and the Barry
Zweig Five. He has also been
involved, as lead player, with big
bands including Louis Belson,"'
Ed Shaughnessy, Terry Gibbs,
Don Menza and the late Oliver
Nelson.
Tickets for the benefit are $5 at
the door.

Living Batch Bookstore
THE GREAT
2406 Central Ave. SE
TAOS
(Across
from Johnson Gym)
BANK ROBBERY
262-1619

NOW
THERE'S
ENOUGH
TOGO
AROUND

Whv ~!'!tit· lor am·thing It·~>
thait t'X<'Pll!•Jlet•. · Espl'einlly
now that it\ m·uilahlt• at a
n·ry affordahlt• prit•1• in St•ril'.~

E from HPwlc•tt-Puckard - ..
fivr• prt•Pision ealculators for
st'it'll<'l', t•ngincering and
busirwss starting at just $60.

STUDENT
BOOKSTORE
2122 Central SE
(across from UNM)
Don't miss Hewlett·
Packard's Factory Hep.
~-

.. Jan, 22 from 1-4 PM

(;uudlne I ha Gllk)'iun ('nn~ert - \errillo;; <;ingcr gl\eo; her la'>t. c~lunrry· folk
pc-rh,rnmntt.' hdon:~ lc;win!! for the we'll coa .. t. KiMn. Jan 19.8 r.m. Call 166·
iXlft ror furlhcrinfumtation,
"'ip:mi.,h lhwr(' - Tcodoro and habel Morctl, ma~tcr'i {If Spanl<;.h and modern
dancl! will perform with the New Mexico Symphony On;hr~lra, Fri. and Sat .•
hm IS and 19, 8:15 p.m .• in Pope}o~ Han. Tkkel!i m Tick~mm~tcr outlet<. or
call the Symphony orricc, 842·8565.
o\ud!Hnn"i -- for the Tiffany Pla~hou"c production of Woody Allen'o; "Don't
Orin].; the Wnter.'" Sun .• Jan. 20, 7 p.m., at its new location, 3211 ('enunl NF
en ext to h:kerto;), Cnii2S6~1164 or 243·4642 for further Information.
Ttw Liun In Wlnlcr ~ Clpen" at the new Tiffany Playhouw, .1211 Central NF,

Inn. 2~. 8 p.m. Show pluyo;:wcekcnd~ through F.;>b. 10.
.hil! IJ:m1ll\-fuook- Watermelon M(lllnlllin Jug Band perform'> New Day hcnc~·fit

I..'Oill.'crl n1 the KiMo, Sa'!., Jan 26.
('hl~"lt''iTiwafrt C'ompan) -present., "The Marriage-Go-Round" ttl Popejoy
!btl

l~n

2.c;·2tl, and

r:c~.

I. 2 and :l.

8:1~

p.m. Spcdal mnlince Fch. 3,

2~1'\

1\-1\'lllHir ·- a t\~(\·pcr~nn pla<w· ahotH the h.hl da\· in the Iii~' 11f fi.uncd th.tr~·~~
"iatah BL·rnlmrdl open' Jan. ~~ ;md ~·cmtmucc. lhrnll!!h lun 2K ~~ tht• t fni\er<olt~
nr Allluqucrquc. ( 'a118"\ 1·1111 fur fun"hrr inf(1rmath111.
Crari\\-\Ork., II - a juried all-media exlulminn, i~ nuv.- a~·~·(.•ptinp. l'nlrh~\ from
NC\\ Mr);t~·n rc<o!dcnt~. The \how will han!! at Ihe- Dm'rnlm~·n Center for the
Art ... 21ti CL•ntml S\V in Alhuquc;rquc rr,,nt M:m.:h ltltu April I?, 1980. C~lt
241--m:\1 or write ('raftv.ork~. P.O. Box 1808, Albuquerque, NM R710.l fnr
turthcr infnrrnation~~·" l\1t•\kn Arill und C'raflot Fair - Arplkaliono; are now avaih:thll' for the
1980 F·air whk·h willtnke place on June 27~ 2R and ;w. A po~tcr ~:ontc'it ~"ill ul~o
tilkC' rta~·e M Feb. 14-17. Applil:ation"> atid informution for entry mny be
obtained hy t.•allin,g the New Mc4ico Arr~ _rmd Crafto; htir IU RR4·904J or writing
1hernir n1 2745 San Mrueo NF, Suit cO, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
'11111t•nl 1-'ihn Awatrd!i ~ <;.pOn1iorcd by Ihe At"ademy of Motion Piclt1re Arlo; and
SdcnCe\ nnd lht' Academy Fmmdrltion. Competition rfir film l"otudcnt'!. Ill UC·
~·red! ted L!.S, college~, universitle!>, nrl t.,~hool"> and film '\Chool'i. Tu he <:ligiblc
fur ~nmpelition, a film mmt have been completctl after April .2, 1979, in n
<.tmlenl·tcmcher relation'ihip within the curriculum of an Ul'crr:dited 1idttl01.
Fntric.._ mmt he ~cnl by April I, 19RO to flill Mackie 111 the llnh·cnity orTc>ms,

C'"-1A fi.l1.R. Atl~tin. TX ?R712 nr call (512)471-407:.

Thespians coming for fest
j;

The University of New Mexico
Theatre Arts Department will
play host to the 1980 Southwest
High School Theatre Festival
Jan, 17 through 19 at the UNM
Fine Arts Center.
More than 550 high school
thespians from around New
Mexico are expected to attend
and participate in theatrical
productions and workshops.
Albuquerque high schools to
perform include: Eldorado,
"King Lear"; Cibola, "Final
Play"; St. Pius, "The Birthday
Party"; Rio Grande, "A Slight
Accident"; West Mesa, "The
Taming of the Shrew"; Sandia,
"Hands Across the Sea";
Manzano, "Silent Snow, Secret
Snow"; Del Norte, "The
Interview";
Highland, "The
Lark"; Albuquerque, ''Afternoon
of a Bull," and Valley, "Harvey."
Other schools and their performances include: Farmington,
"Dora the Beautiful Dishwasher
or the Heroine Who Cleaned
Up"; Mayfield of Las Cruces,
"The
Glass
Menagerie";
Alamogordo,
"Asylum";
Espanola, "The Odd Couple";
Santa Fe, "A Parody"; Los
Alamos, "Curtain Going Up";

Socorro, "Once Upon A Mattress," and Los Lunas, "I'm A
Fool."
Each school will produce a 30
to 40 minute segment from the
work selected to a panel of
judges. In the past, awards were
given to the school with the best
producton but in recent festivals
competition has given way to a
more educative attitude, according to festival director, Kay
LoPopolo.
"We are more interested in
providing critiques for the
performers and their performances so they will learn and
improve rather than just giving
out awards," LoPopolo said.
Observer paticipant high
schools include Aztec, De Vargas
of Santa Fe, Tularosa, Estancia,
Gadston of Anthony and Belen.
Festival critique judges are Dr.
Brian Hansen, chairperson of the
of the UNM department of
theatre arts, and Richard
Courtney, professor of arts and
sciences at Ontario Institute for
Studies in Edncation and the
University of Toronto.
Workshops scheduled during
festival include voice and

PACKARD

EXCELLENCE
BY DESIGN
Trv u Seril's E !'alt~ttlator and
l'xiwrit•m·t• llw liP difh•rt•nt•t•:
u new, larf:er display that
st'JWrates thousands for l'a~it•r
n•ading: built-in diugnostic
systems that help you catch
and corrt•et errors; HPN Iogie
for t•ase of use and efficiency;
a complete documentation
system ~ Owners' Manual,
Application books, and more;
plus a host of HP extras- low
battery warning light, rechargeable batteries, positiw
ft•edback keys, ~turdy, impaet
l'C'si~tnnt eusl's. In su1n -- exc·,lJt•nt•t• hy dt•'>iltn.

A SEIUES E FOR
EVERY NEED.

1\o matter what your prohh·ms -- from bask- scit•nct• to
advat]('ed firmnc<• "".. vou'rt•
likelv to find a Series. E to
.>oln; tlH'm:
HP-31E. Scientific. $45.
HP-32E. Advanced Scientific
with Statistics. $63.
III'-33E. Programmahlt•
Scientific. $81.
Hp-3HE. Advanced I•'inancial
with Programmability.
$108.
HP-34C.
Advanced
Programmable.
$135.
HP-41C.
Alphanumhric
Programmahl1•.
$2(i5.

Panatelle
Levis Basic Jeans
Levis Bells
Levis Cords

FREE CHEESECAKE and COFFEE
all day SATURDAY

THE: GUILD
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Lowest Prices
on
Levis Clothing

2:30,4:70,5:50, 7:30& 9:75
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Thurs. Jan. 17th at 2 p.m.
or
Fri. Jan. 18th at 9 a.m.
Woodward Hall Lechtre Hall

ss.oo, s1o.oo or 1/2 PRICE

h MKJY:'O Chrc>J ,,ric

CENTRAL

Orientation to UNM

to

York Daily News

3405

New Students
Don't Forget to Attend

(just west of the SUB)

"A sparkling
comedy!"
- 5d"1

Student
Orientation
Information

DRASTICALLY REDUCED

"Wonderfully
zany!"
~New

movement, mime, Miller flat
construction, television acting,
dance, lighting, scene design and
advanced acting.
For further information,
contact the UNM Theatre Arts ZZ Top emerglld from a three·yfNir stage absence to an apDepartment in the UNM Fine preciative crowd at Tingley Co/issum Ftiday night. The group
played cuts from their recent album, "Degue/lo ''. (Photo by
Arts Center.
Stephanie Dominquez.)

all day
THURSDAY· FRIDAY· SATURDAY
January 17·19
all Items

any language,
the film is
laugh-out-loud ~st
fu nny." -New5Week

(h~

NMSO al R42·R'6" fl.lt further infllntHllion.
I r~n~oil t\rl l'ro~m1n
i~ Ul'\'ertin(! ;~ppli\.llliom thrnugh Jan. I~. 19Rtl fH,m

t...'nntrmpm<tn· Alhuqm·rquc arti'il<. intcrc~ted m dnln!! larf!C painting., whkh will
hun~ on thl' nut,idc ar.hcni..,intt p;md.., of Sun:rrM' .. pubh~o· buwt.. Arti\t., will
11L' rnid n '$2~1J honorarium. "iend 1 o;Tide<;. M rc\~cn1 work ph!\ n .,ke11:h of a panel
id(':\ 10: 1 f<lll'll An Program co J\UA. P.O. lloli lROfi:, 1\lhuquC"rquc, NM
811 U:\ or c:al12.41·0!i::\ 1.

fl-11\ -,,,h·t" an• S'C~.~U. $4-'iill mni Sl.'\0 v.ith >1 'iii tll<.nHmt t,,r <.,lltil~·nt ... aml
"L"nlllr ,-illl~;"no., 1-'ur J('~J.'f\ <\I iun ... ~·<111 ;!77· ~ 121
U;mn·" l'rum th~· Hi~h Jlt·~crl
l cl' Cunnnr and l~~rn Madlou_!!;il pl'ThHOl 01
llliiCdil\n 1\l Ill'\\ i111!ol ["!;:l\1 llilnl'(' \\iHk .... Pmt I ur '"(I ~htiW prndmlilll1, JmL
:'">-:'lt, R f'l m ;:11 the KiMl1. C'illl ?r10-'1Rl6 rm fun her inft\rmatinn.

Open seven days a week
Largest selection of contemporary poe1ry
in New Mexico. Books oo sola:r, energy,
eastern & western philosophy & religion
p~chology, home building, ethnic studies,
modPm fiction. special order servu;:e.

·~In

HEWLETT

lnformam't'
Nl·~ Mc ... ku S)'mph~m~ Ordl('.,lra j., 'PlliNHtnF "an infurmal
hlL·nd nf rerh1rmanct' and ..:nu\·er.,atinn.. h~ llarih111C Cnrlrl\ Scrrann, hm. 14·
16 Tht> <.illf!t;>r v.ill perhmn free ft) ;:mdiC'II.:c" c1f '<-100. ('all\ Pctcv S;t!mat11ll

Coke said humor dominates the works of
Cumming, Galgiani, Krims, Pfahl and Hodan while
the works of Brooks, Casebere and Schrage tend
toward autobiographical material. Collins and
Toth challenge ideas of scale and visual perception
through ambiguity of placement and forms.

Alum to play scholarship benefit
A jazz benefit concert for UNM
music scholarships will be held at
the
Embers
Lounge
in
Albuquerque Jan. 20 from 7 to 11
p.m. The concert will feature
trumpeter Bobby Shew.
"Albuquerque has been good
to me," Canzoneri said. "I feel
like I'm part of the business

Arts and activities calendar

.
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WINDMihh

Levis Department Store
3636 Menu aI NE

For further information contact the Office of the Dean of Students,
Mesa Vista Hall 1129, 277-3361
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Rhodesian exile returns
home to jubilant welcome

Rhodesia's name will be changed to Zimbabwe,
SALISBURY. Rhodesia (UPJ) - Screaming
the name native black Africans have traditionally
Jo:nrollnwnt l't·ricx.l now for all •.uul.,uts C·iirryiug (i or mon• hours. with jubilation, tens of thousands of supporters of
(( :u,·•·mg•• Jm rl!'p•·url<•uL> t•f f'!igihl•• •;tf dmtt~ al~o available.)
called the country, when the nation gets black
l'at.l'iotic Front leader Joshua Nkomo welcomed
Eun•ll at ; lll\:\1 ( :w.!tit•r\ ( Jffkt•; m •:.tnthmt Hcoalth Ct•nt<'r !wginuiug: him hom<' in truimph Sunday from threl' years in
majority rule.
'"' tlo1· Jh•,f cia•. ol da"•·s, Jau. 21, 'lift ·>II Mow lay INt•du<·,riHy & Friday <'X ill' to "the dawn of ind(•Jwndence."
But Knomo told a nt'Wil conference he waH
hom 1 1['tll~ "' fiJail Applic·atiou at•d paytn<•Jtf to th•• lo<·:~l n•rn·t·~··u·
distressed
by d!>velopments in the 16-day-old truce
'I'hr.• chantinp; and roaring crowds jammed a
! ali\ p\ oHi<·t• at the• w .l.n·~s liott•d Ill' low.
and
that
he felt thC' 1,200-man British Comh<•avily guarded Hll hurlmn ~!ports field to wekomt'
Vl!'iA a111l Mw.tt•rr i•an!,t•:uoc·••pt!'tl.
monw£>alth
Monitoring Forcr should b!> increased
N lwmo hac· k from Zambia in one of thl' biggl·Ht
tons
many
as
10,000 mPn.
politit'nl rallies Hhodesia ha:; ever s~!'n. Polit-e
At the same t.imP, Nkomo offl.'rcd an o!ivP hranrh
K<'ystoue I .if<~ Insu.mmce Company
pst.imutNl t.lw ('fllWd at 120,000.
to
the minority whit<1 community, saying the
Sum<'
eame
on
nutclws
or
in
wheelchairs
and
21325 P<~nnsylvani.t, N .E. Suite 200
actions on both sides of the fighting should be
othPrs dressed in tribal finery. Throughout the
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110 Tel. 884-6827
forgot ten so the nation ran forge ahead without
c·rowd, men wearing red T -shirts emblazoned with
radalism or tribalism.
"Patriotic Front" ~ The Liberators" sported caps
"For all the people who have chosen to make this
made of ostrich feathers and leopard skins. One
country
their home, it is their home," he said.
<>ld<o>rly man donned a tortoise shell for a hat and
VISA
"They
don't
have to ask anyone to be here."
others wore animal skin skirts.
BodyguardR had to force clear a path for Nkomo
to reach the speaker's platform, pushing through
The rotund black leader of ZAPU - Zimbabwe
African Peoples Union - told the rally his party
the thousands who waited for hours under a
- - : - broiling African sun. Some camped out overnight, planned to run as the Patriotic Front without
waiting for the return of Nkomo, who also faced
mentmnmg the alliance's co-leader, Robert
WE CARRY EVERYTHING FOR THE MILITARY MODELER
several death threats.
Mugabe, had decided his ZANU- the Zimbabwe
African National Union- would run alone,
"The sons and daughters of Zimbabwe have
fallen for that which is theirs," Nkomo told the
"We are going to the elections as the Patriotic
Bool.5 • Mi11i11tures • Armor
rally. "They died in the valleys, in the mountains,
Pront," he said. "It is not the property of ZAPU or
Magmines • Aircraft
in the rivers, in the open and in the jungle. They
ZANU. It is the property of the people."
Sllips • War Games
lived with elephants, with lions and with
Supplies t1 Accassorles
Decal•
mosquitoes. They had no one to turn to, but they
Nkomo was the first of the two Front leaders to
fought on and today we see the dawn of the in·
return from exile. Mugabe was expected to follow
dependence of Zimbabwe."
.
next Sunday.
Visit our shop and see
our outstanding displays of
original war relics - find out why
we're not just another
Afghanistan.
the east.
By United Press International
hobby shop - we buy and sell U.S.
Karma! was quoted as saying
Western
diplomats
closely
Afghanistan President Bar·
and foreign war relics.
the
military
situation
in
Afghanistan
"sincerely wishes to
following
brak Karma! said Sunday Soviet
troops in his country will be Afghanistan said they had no establish the closest relations of
We Buy and Sell
withdrawn when "the danger of reports of any major clashes over friendship and brotherhood wth
U .5. and foreign coins,
aggression"
from uspecified they past three days and said the the Islamic Republic of Iran."
In his message, Karma] told
Paper Money,
outside outside forces ends. In military situation appeared to be
neighboring Pakistan, tribal static. They warned that rebel Khomeini that after the removal
~ Gold & S;l,~ Com..
chieftains said they are prepared reports should be treated with of the "danger of aggression and
intervention by external enemies
to defend their Moslem comrades great caution.
But
a
number
of
refugees
of
Afghanistan" the Soviet
in a war with the Russians.
Pakistan
during
the
reaching
troops
there will be immediately
In Washington, President
ALBUQUERQUE HoBBIES
withdrawn.
weekend
all
gave
similar
ac·
Carter dispatched a top state
There are an estimated 85 ,000
292-1501
department official to Europe to counts olheavy recent fighting
outside
Kabul
between
Soviet
Soviet forces in Afghanistan.
coordinate the Atlantic Alliance's
1427 Eubank N.E.
The Soviet Union and
military and economic response soldiers and Moslem rebels
IN PRINCESS JF.ANNF. WEST SHOPPING CENTER "
to the crises in Iran and apparently trying to fight their Afghanistan have charged that
way towards Kabul Airport and the U.S. and China have trained
sei:r.e it.
and supported anti-government
ln a dispatch from Kabul, the rebels in Afghanistan in what
Societ news agency TASS quoted amounts to an undeclared war
the Afghan news agency Bakhtar against the Kabul regime.
as saying Karmal sent a message
to I ran ian religious leader
"We are ready to take urgent
Ayatollah
Rullah
Khomeini measures to overcome any
calling for closer ties between the misunderstanding between us
two countries and offering to that stems from the antisend a good-will delegation.
democratic incendiary policy of
Khomeini has criticized the (ousted Afghan President
Soviet
intervention
in Hafizullah) Amin,'' Kamal told
Afghanistan, Iran's neighbor to Khomeini.

Militant line doesn't change;
shah in trade for hostages
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ENROLLMENT PERIOD ENDS
February 11, 1980
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Soviets to leave when danger ends
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En~eers

at Xerox
work miracles.

Our engineers convert
complicated tasks into simple
ones. With just the pwh or
a button, Xerox equipment
works wonders. Dependably.
Our engineers' reward? Success.
And Xerox technology is built
on success stories.
Xerox is dedicated to new ideas.
And to our engineers who are
developing them. While our
competition Cllt their
R&D budgets, we intreaseJ
ours. (By 15%). Engineers at
Xerox work with almost $1
million a day converting the tech·
nology of the future into reality.
Our challenge uf the 80's. Not
everyone is ready for it. Xerox
is. And we're looking for
engineers who want to be

part of it. Your future can
get off to a great stan in our
reprographics technology.
But did you know that
Xetox is also a leader in processor
memory diKs and drives,
electronic typing and printing and
telecommunications?
Xerox is a ldtal information center.
Give your ideas the attention they
deserve, Check with your college
placement office ror campus inter·
view dates and schedules. Then
talk to our campus representatives.

XEROX

Located in the 1840
Salvador Armijo· House, designated a
National Historic Place.
Superb steak, seafood
and spirits served in an authentic
territorial setting.
Open daily 5 pm to 10:30 pm
Old Town, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd;, N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
For reservations call 242-.39())

Xerox: IS ao J11rmative
:><t10n employer (malr:fenllk)
A fin_n1n Merr.snliiA COitiP!:IftY Af>Slauranl

Two of the resident ses lions at the Rio Grande Zoo strain for their mesl The animals are
among tha many wHd creatures on display at tha zoo, located near 10th and Cfll'ltrol S. W. Admission is $1.00 and tha zoo is open from 10 a.m. until5 p.m. everyday. (photo by John Chadwick)

Diplomat meets with Nato
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Carter dispatched a top
state department official to
Europe Sunday to coordinate the
Atlantic Alliance's military and
economic response to the crises in
Iran and Afghanistan.
Deputy Secretary of State
Warren Christopher flew to
London .to begin three days of
talks with NATO allies on the
situation in Southwest Asia.
Meantime, it was learned
President Carter plans a major
speech to outline the nation's
long-tenn response to the in·
ternational crises itfaces.
White House sources said

~Sunday

no firm date has been set
for the speech, but Carter is
considering delivering .it Jan. 23
when he makes his State of the
Union address to Congress.
The President is preparing a
new strategic doctrine to contain
the Soviet threat in the Middle
East and Southern Asia.
Carter told a small group of
reporters at a breakfast meeting
on Saturday he sees parallels to
President Truman's stern
reaction to Soviet threats to
Gre(lce and Turkey in 1947,
which gave birth to the Truman'
Doctrine of containment against
Soviet expansionism.

Despite a personal hot line
message from Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev that Soviet
troops will pull out of
Afghanistan once the Kremlin's
objectives are met, Carter let it
be known he does not expect an
early pullout and is determined to
maintain U.S. economic sane·
tiona as long as necessary.
On Saturday, Brezhnev
denounced the United States as
an "unreliable partner" in world
affairs and blamed a harsh U.S.
reaction to its Afghanistan in·
vasion for the breakdown in
East·W est relations.

TEHRAN, Iran (UPI)
Negotiations at the United
Nations raised some hopes for the
American hostages Sunday but
Iranian militants said they will
not release their 50 captives until
the shah is returned.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
charged in a message to the
militanto on the 71st day of the
U.S. Embassy siege that the
United States is trying to
sabotage the upcoming elections
for president of Iran. He ap·
parently referred to recent
scattered riots and demonstrations in northwest Iran. 1'he
region was quiet Sunday,
"Now that the nation wants to
vote for president, they (the
United States) have started to
disrupt and create disturbances,"
the 79-year-old leader said in a
message printed in Iranian
newspapers about the Jan. 25
elections.
Foreign minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh said he was in
contact with Secretary General
Kurt Waldheim on a so-called
package deal for an international
tribunal to hear charges against
the deposed monarch.
"When this tribunal is formed
by Mr. Waldheim, then we can
proceed from there and hope in
that direction everythings will be
solved and that it won't come to
the triaJ of the hostages," he said
in an interview with ABC
television.
But the militants holding the
hostages for 10 weeks said they
were not consulted and insisted
their line remains the same - the
return of the shah before any of
the hostages are released.

"I know that our policy will
nev<•r chang£>," a spokesman for
the militnnts Lold UP!.
'rJw lJnited States agreed latl!
Saturday night to postpone for a
second time a vote in thl.! Security
Council on its resolution to
impose sanctions against Iran.

Iran was quiet Sunday after 15
executions
Saturday that
brought to 728 the total numher
of Iranians put to dl!ath sincl' the
revolution that ousted the shnh
last year.
Those ldlled by a firing squad
included three members of the
shah's bodyguard and a non·
commissioned army officer.
The loeal governor said
western reports on the distur·
bances were shameful and
warned that all foreign jour·
nalists would he turned back
from Tabriz Airport.
Eleven people were executed in
the northwest city of Tabriz after
they were convicted by Islamic
courts of causing a series of
disturbances in the largely
Turkish-speaking region of
Azarbaijan, the stronghold of a
rival ayatollah.
At the U.N., Waldheim
received a message from
Ghotbzadeh about the Iat!•st
proposal but U.S. ambassador
Donald McH(•nry ~aid it waa "a
letter, not a responHe," agreeing
to a the eouncil'H delay to seek
clarifktions.

Gallery 1
3500 Central SE in Nob Hill

268-7449

10-5:30 Mon-Sat

LEARN TO WEAVE
weaving classes using
LeClerc· 4 Harness Table Looms
yarn and loom supplied
Morning and Evening Classes
$65.00 for 10 · 2 hour lessons
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Inventory Reduction

Sale On Stereo
JVC receivers
AKAI receivers
SONY turntables
ADS speakers
HK cassettes
SONY cassettes

MARKED DOWN
MARKED DOWN
MARKED DOWN
MARKED DOWN
MARKED DOWN
MARKED DOWN

STEREO SPECIALS Throughout the Store

Open
Frldayev~

Maybe you had a bad day. It might be more serious.
Whatever it is, if it bothers you, we'd like to talk and
help you understand how you feel about it. We're
Agora, U.l'S.M.'s crisis center. We're staffed by trained
volunteers who care about you. Give us a call-it can
help.

Check

't1119

our

CLOSEOUT
SPECIALS
SAVE

277-30'13

CAREERS THAT CAN'T BE DUPLICATED
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Meany left 'disorganized' organization

LabOr Ch8Uenge faces Kirkland
WASHINGTON (UP!) George
Mmmy welded two feuding union groups
into one powerful organization n quarter
<·~ntury ago, but his grasp on the
Ameriean labor movement had weakened
in recent. years.
Meany's name was synonymous with
organized labor to many Americans for
much of his 85 years. Yet the power he
wielded as president of the AFJ,.CIO both within the union movement and in
political and government circles - began
to wane as membership slipped in the
building trades and gained in white collar
jobs.
The changes were ao great that by the
time of Meany's death last Thursday,
organized l11bor was unorganized.
The three largest unions in the nation Teamsters, United Auto Workers, and
National I~ducation Association- are not
mem hers of the AFL· CIO. On top of that,

some liberal union leaders have joined
with U AW President Douglas Fraser in a
"progressive alliance" designed to win
improvements in social conditions.
Thus Meany has left his successor,
Lane Kirkland, with the same challenge
Meany himself met successfully in the mid
1950s- to pull warring factions together.
Kirkland, who took over the 13.6
million-member AFL-CIO just two
months before Meany died, already has
made clear he plans to try and restore the
union to its stature as the dominant force
in labor.
In his inaugural speech at the biennial
convention in November, Kirkland issued
a call for non-aligned unions to bury past
differences and join the federation.
"I say now to those who stand outside
that I have too high a regard for the
caliber of their leadership to believe they
can really be governed by petty personal

or pecuniary considerations or ancient and
tedious grudges," Kirkland aaid.
Before that convention was over,
Kirkland also had put out the welcome
mat for women in the AFL-CIO, appointing a committee to insure them a
voice in the federation executive council.
At that point, Kirkland may have
recalled that 25 years earlier, Meany
himself had changed the course of
American labor through conciliation.
It was then, following a 20-year split
within the union movement, that Meany,
head of the American Federation of Labor,
forged a merger with the old Congress of
Industrial Organiations.
The split carne in 1935 when John L.
Lewis, the United Mine Workers
president, formed the CIO to organize
mass production industry workers into
industrial type unions regardless of the
craft lines recognized by the AFL.

Meany's AFL predecessor, William
Green, refused to approach the CIO about
a merger, claiming it was a rebel group
that had fled the AFL's "House of
Labor."
But after Green died, Meany got the top
AFL job and quickly moved to unite the
labor movement. United Auto Worker.s
President Walter Reuther, a more radical
and flambouyant head of the CIO, agreed,
and the AFL and CIO merged in 1955.
Reuther wanted the AFL-CIO to be
involved in civil rights and other social
causes, but Meany, by winning re·election
as president every two years, frustrated
Reuther's ambitions. In 1968, Reuther
pulled the UA W out of the AFL-CIO.
To the end, Meany played down that
split, even at the last AFL-CIO con·
vention in November, he emphasized th1:1
merger never would have occurred if he
and Reuther had been enemies,
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The Universitv of New Mexico Division of Demiatology and the Student
Health Cente; needs volunteers with acne, to help determine the effectiveness
of a new topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination every third Sahtrday morning starting Jan. 26 thru Apri119.
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For further information contact
Gail or Dr. Padilla
277-4757
Dermatology Division
UNM School of Medicine
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SCHLUitBERGER

we're not
for the
routine
ensineer

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Hundreds of Americans Sunday
filed past the coffin of labor
leader George Meany to pay
tribute to the cigar-chomping
plumber from the Bronx who rose
to be one of the nation's most
powerful men.
Meany's body was on public
view in the lobby of the huge
national headquarters of the
AFL-CIO just across Lafayette
Park from the White House.
Many of those in attendance
were labor union members and
officials. Some arrived in
limousines, but most carne on
foot. Sen, Jennings Randolph, D·
W. Va., was one of the first to
pay respects.
Among others in attendance
were former energy secretary
James Schlesinger, National
Symphony director Mstislav
Rostropovich, entertainer Jerry
Lewis and former Sen. John
Sherman Cooper of Kentucky.
A rosary was in Meany's hand
as he lay in the open casket
wearing the thick black-rimmed
eyeglasses which were as much of
his trademark as his ever-present
and
His three

'his
successor,
AFL-CIO
President Lane Kirkland, greeted
mourners.
String and brass quartets from
the
National
Symphony
Orchestra took turns providing
classical music in the en·
tranceway of the mosaic·
embeiiished lobby for the wake,
open to the public Sunday and
Monday afternoons.
"It's the way George would
have wanted it - as you come in
to hear some music," said Jim
Hill, a retired Transit Workers
Union national official. "He
played the piano and would have
loved it."
Meany, at 85, died of cardiac
arrest at George Washington
University Hostpial Thursday
night - 63 years to the day after
he first joined the plumbers union
Jan. 10, 1917.
President Carter directed that
American flags be flown at halfstaff until the funeral Tuesday in
tribute to Meany, whom Carter
called a "syrn bol of a vibrant free
trade union movement.'
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Q. Will membership hurt my grades?

organization improves your chances of graduating.
~~ Chapter scholarship programs produce greater
academic success, and better achievement for you.
~ Chapters provide loans, grants, and scholarship
j achievement awards to encourage your graduation.

T
~

~ A. No! Based on U.S. government college costs,
membership costs less than 1.5% of your total college expense.

·!. *

y

Q. What do you get for your money?
A. What do you want?
Intramural Sports.,.
softball, football, basketball, etc.
-~
Alternative to dorm life
l ~ Slupdplimhent dorm life
A x ea ers ip opportunities
fraternity-sorority· offices
·.
IFC-PAN-Hellenic councils
Student government
.
Management experience
Scholarship
Study hours
Libraries and test files
"Big brother-Big sister" study assistance
Philanthropy
Volunteer work, including community projects
Fund raising for charities

*

'
~

~

A. Fraternity rush is this week, Jan. 20-Jan. 27 on
~
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday all fraternities .,.
will have open house-just walk in and ask questions.
~
In order to attend other rush functions you must prej
sent proof that you are a registered UNM student at I;
the Greek information booth in the SUB or at an ,..
open house to obtain a rush pass. Informal sorority
-~
rush begins Sunday Jan. 27 and continues thru Sun:1
day Feb. 3. For more information check at the Greek
~
information booth or student activities center in the ~!
Student, Ufniodn Bbuilding this week. Get the education
you cant in in ooks·Go Greek!
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If you want to be your own boss and are not afraid of
long hours, talk to us. We are the world leader in our field
with rewards for the individual with a degree in EE, ME,
PE, Physics or Geophysics, outstandrng scholastic
record, 0·3 years expenence and U.S. citizenship.
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IMMEDIATE

~

OPENINGS THROUGHOUT THE WES'tERN UNITED STATES

CALL COLLECT (303) 534·7500

*

Raised $5,000 for Muscular Dystrophy
Raised $3,000 for Cerebra II Palsy
Raised $1 ,500 for the UNM United Way
fund drive
Worked with Big brothers-Big sisters
Contributed to Goodwill Industries,
Easter Seals, United Blood Services,
Hedart Fund, Am~ric~n Chancer Society
an many more JUSt m t e past year.
Social
Fraternity-Sorority exchanges
Theme Parties
Formals
Weekend Parties
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~ velopment is provided at regular seminars. You get
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Q. Can I be a leader?

Positions AIIIO Available In canada 101 Canadltn Clllzena.

T

AIT·ADf'i~

Did you know UNM Greek organizations

THEY DO
• Work outdoors
• Take charge and make decisions
• Face many challenges and take responsibilities
• Operate sophrst1cated electronrc equrpment
• Interpret rnformatiOn on oil and gas wells in the
search for tomorrow's energy

MUST HAVE A -4-VEAR DEGREE
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

,.

the chance to practice and gain skill in your chapter.
~
As a result it's no surprise that many Greeks go on to ~
positions of leadership. For example, all but three
~
U.S. presidents have been fraternity men, most
~
members of congress are Greeks, and so are the ~~...
leaders of the 750 largest corporations.
~

1*

Our engineers
• Don't wear su1ts and ties
• Don't shuffle papers and answer phones
• Don't s1t at desks

•

i

Q. How can I join?

.,... Q. Aren't Greek organizations expensive?

JL

1'

have about college greek-letter organizations.

~. A. No, there's every evidence that joining a Greek

~

]

Here are some answers to questions you may

~

l

I •-i

l

Get involved Go through rush
Pledge a fraternity or sorority
this semester.

.
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Iowa caucuses have big impact
and on to victory after those meetings, the
figure may double this year.
Though the caucuses are just the first of
four stepH in Iowa'!l delegate-selection
proeess, they still can have a big
psyehologkal impac·t..
'!'hi~ year for instance, both Hen.
Jo:dwurd K(>nnedy and President Carter's
for<:N> arc> saying th<! Iowa vote will be!
H£'1'n as a judgment on Carter's foreign
polic-y , espedally his decision to embargo grain sales to Russia.
B<•c·ause the politicians have made it
su<·h u high-stalws game, they have spent
months now insp<•cting farms, patronizing
small-town eafi!S, trying to charm therkh
and appf•aling to the average voter
through more than $400,000 worth of
L<•levision spots.
In temsting races and good organization
may spur more people to take part, but
Onlv a fraction of Iowa's rPgiAtPred that. possibility could be offset by cold
vol.!'rS talw part, although all are eligible. weather, the prospect of hours-long inIn 1\l?!l, about 60,000 (JC'ople attended. fighting and domination by party
BP<'UUS!' Carter surged into the headlines regulars.

i\J)J•;L, Iowa (UP!) - One icy ,January
night four yeurR ugo, 100 Democrats
jarnm('(l into a mom at Covenant Unit£!d
Presbyterian Church in WPst Des Moines
t.o lwgin thP cornpl<lX polit.iral pro<'ess that
<·V<•nt.ually made ,Jimmy Carter president.
'i'Pn milP'T away, a half-dozen people set.
out in .•JUIHwro t•old for tho AdPl Fire
St.alion and a t.wo-hour ClOP polilkal
nwPting. Th<•y Wl'f(' surprisNI t.o find a
n•pmtl'r and photogruph(lr pres('nt.
I•;ac·h group wa~ holding a prPdnct
t•au<·us, thP unwmal syHL<•m Iowa ust•s to
bP!dn tlw pnl<'Pss of <·hoosing drlgat<•s to
nat.ional polit.kal t•tmvenLions.
'l'lw l'tm<·ust•s, lo h<.' held on ,Jan. 21 this
y1•ar in 2.n:11 prPcincts, haw b<wn luudPd
m1 !,'!'ass-roots poliLks at its best and
l'rilkbwd for vesting too much pr>wt•r in
thl! hands of 11 few.
il'

- Sen. Howard Baker. He is running
second to Reagan in polls and seeking the
moderate GOP vote.
- George Bush. He is running third in
the polls and is seen as having a slick
organization that could pay off on caucus
night. He and Baker ara competing for the
moderate Republican vote.
The other GOP candidates - John
Connally, Philip Crane, Sen. Robert Dole
and Rep. John Anderson - also have
been making an effort in the state.
Aside from the grain embargo Carter
imposed on Russia last week and
questions about Carter's leadership, there
have been few other issues consistently
raised in the campaign. Only Reagan and
Crane, for instance, have courted antiabortion forces who say they will make an
all-out push in the caucuses,

Kennedy preparing for loss
in campaign's 1first real test'

Iowa's Jan. 21 caucuses, a
contest Kennedy once called his
"first real test," soon will
command the nation's attention.
Back in October, when he was
riding a wave of popular support,
Kennedy made his statement
about the significance of the Iowa
utest.,
In the interim, of course, Iran
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., is taking steps to lessen the and Afghanistan have altered
impact of what he believes will be his first campaign defeat drastically the political odds.
Now it is Kennedy who is down,
in the Iowa caucuses next Monday.

......
•
••••
•
THE UNDERGRAD
.. SEMIN~~~e~!!9GRAM:
•

..
•

and now he says he is "unable to
predict" how he will do.
As he campaigned Saturday in
five Iowa cities to wind up a week
of crisscrossing the state,
Kennedy, his voice growing
hoarse, implored supporters to
translate their feelings into an
appearance at the caucus.
"Where you stand may only
mean a difference of a few feet,
but where you stand in that
caucus may very well make a
difference about the future of this
country," Kennedy told a group
Saturday morning in Cedar
Rapids.
Down in the polls, his Iowa
organization reportedly chafing
under the brusque direction of
Washington
headquarters,
Kennedy appears to be prepared
for defeat.
He will stop in Iowa briefly
near the end of this week, but for

m
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instructor: George Hirshfield, Assoc. Prof.
Secondary & Adult Teacher Ed. ·

the registration table or drop by the Honors Center, Hum. 114, or call
277-4211.

GSA COUNCIL
MEETING

'

PILOT ERROR AS METAPHOR

THE LEGAL PROFESSION: A Social Science Per·
spective/Abandoned Places in New Mexico/Cycles & Ryth·
ms of Change/Ascent of Man/ Where Has All The Humor
Gone?/ and Career Exploration & Planning-

The Des Moines register poll
last week showed Kennedy down
57·25 percent to Carter among
Democrats here.
Kennedy has attributed the
decline to the nation's preoc·
cupation with
Iran and
Afghanistan.

All graduate students welcome.
Coffee and donuts will be served.

instructor: Mary Power, Assoc. Prof. English

PLUS...

II'

They must choose either a
president beset by foreign crises
- but a president who has
embargoed the sale of Iowa's
most precious product, corn, to
the Soviet Union, - or Kennedy,
an opponent of the embargo,
constant critic of Carter's
leadership, beneficiary of a
concerted get-out-the-votes
efforts by the United Auto
Workers and heir to the Kennedy
political legacy.

II

CREATIVITY &THE HERITAGE OF THE FAMILY

instructor: Michael Thomas, Lecturer in Gen. St.

'\. - - -

the most part he is leaving his
fate now to the state's
Dru:nocrats.

YOU CAN 1\IAKE TilE DIFFER&'IICt;!

instructors: Matthieu Casallis, Assot;. Prof. Phil •
France Casalis, Albuq. Counseling Co·op.

THE NOVEL AS SOCIAL SCIENCE

'-1,..

.l<'rir 1-.:

Spring courses include:
MANDALAS & ROCK GARDENS: BUDDHISM
IN NEPAL&JAPAN

instructor: George Guess, Asst.
Prof. Public Admin.

r-oc.

7"-===,p
~tr.\ld ~ G S 2\

Arts & Sciences accredited!
1 credit hour!
No Prerequisites!
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been infrequent on grounds the
organizational work for the caucuses
"does not necessarily require the candidate.''

Such a situation gives unusual weight
to constitutencies like unions, farmers and
other special-interest groups.
Key players on the Democratic side
include:
President Carter. All the other
candidates are trying to match or surpass
his 1976 performance in I ow a. Carter is
banking on teachers, who are well
organized, and on some members of the
UnitE'd Auto Workers Union. He has not
campaigned in Iowa himself, dting the
Iran and Afghan crises, but has sent
Mondale and family members.
- Sen. I•:dward Kennedy. He is hoping
labor, led by the formerly pro-Carter
United Auto Workers, will provide votes
he needs to win,
-California Gov. Edmund Brown. He
got a late start and is not considered a
major factor in the race.
And among the Republicans:
~ Ronald Reagan. His lead was cut in
half in the latest poll hut he remains the
front-runner. His Iowa appearances have

MASON CITY, Iowa (UPI)With a week to go before the first
test of the 1980 election year,
Sen. Edward Kennedy is busy
trying to cushion the blow from
what he evidently believes will be
his first campaign defeat.
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QA TYPING SERVICF, A comrlkte tYPing and

S40 fee.

~dhori~l ~;y~cm.

l/2 DI.O('K FROM !INM furnl•hrd I bedroom
apirtment with off'llreel parking. R98.()921.
t/14
All IS rATO. SrA('IOliS one h<droom, ~hllh
<:tunC!. walkin~.t di\umce. SIOO. 262·1751. Va.ltey
Rental,. !40 fee.
1/2_.
SllARF HOUSF, FFMAI f,nc> •mokor. $17S monTh
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NOW AVAil ARl.F SHOff.T 1crrn · unfurnhhed.
One. twr~o 1hrtc bednmm apl'i. Small JlCI'O; children.

Ptlol, ~auna. cl(erci'ie room. lenni~ court!i:. S-:curiiY
{!nnrd>!i. Some: (ire place~. Rcnl (rom $220. Ortice
hnuno Mon.-Fri. ft.6.Sat.andSlln.I0.6. 881·9881.
l/6
FIRf: 1•1 A.C'f CHARM, carfJctcd, lhrc:e brdroomt.
.:hcf\ kitrhcn, kid~. pe(,., $225. 262.·1751. V.aUev
Rcnlal~. 540 fee.
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TYPINCi, PROFESSIONAl, FXPf:RIENt'Ell al
Harvard Variety, 2SS·f1776 aflerli p.m. 265·4022
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American
Cancer
Society
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e1c. 294.0167.
01/ll
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS, lhO'i<, "'UmO'. :299·
~970.
01130
I IVF. ENTERTAINMENT EVERY lunch and
dinner-Sat~Son .brunch. Homemade ~olJp, hot
!Ucal<t, the Morning Glory C'afe, 2933 Monte Vl,ta
Nil. 2~A·7040.
02119
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and~horography
~aller:v i~ located 1/2 block from John"ron Gym at Ill
Cornell. HeHir~~; I l--6 Mon·Fn. Special order~rvice.
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Technical, gc"eral, lesal, medical,
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8:00am to 8:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS
262-1751
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MFOICAI. SCHOOL FOR you. First year Oflt'ni0,g5
in .fchru~r~. May, and Stpt(mbtr 1980 ln a fully
ac:crcdilcd En~lilih Spcakin[t Forcltm M~ical School
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Part of the money
you give the American
Cancer Society helps
the International
Association of
Laryngectomees help
thousands of people
to learn to talk again
after their voice boxes
have been removed.
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RFCiiSTER NOW! CREATIVE clolhinJ work\llop,
Jan. 20 & 17. Don't be a sla\'t' tn ~implicicy. Dedp.n

BASIC FNI ARGFR WITH 7Smm len-: Ne•.-er uor.td

S 7 ~· 00 · C'alllSti·3 704.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Milk: Prefix
5 Health:
Comb. form
(pl.)
10 Old instrument
14 Pain
15 String
16 Rifle fodder
17 Clear: Obs.
19 Mast
20Whlp
21 Over-emoter
22 Dispatch
23 Crazy
25 Vehicle
26 Head covers
30 Sp. title:
Abbr.
31 Ethics
34 Decree
36Say
38 Asian natives
39 Putting off
42 Shred
43-meantime
44 Cheer up
45 Foray
47 Vetch
49 G.l.fare
50 Tool
51 Unlucky one

53 Curse
55 Soft food
56 Small drums
61 "Woe-Jtf
62 Battle cry:
3words
64 Ending for
lob or mob
65 "Rose - "
66 Toronto's
Casa67 Some goats
68 Even
69 Direct
DOWN
1 Praise
2 Skin disease
3 Food expert
4 Ribbon: Suffix
5 Position
6 Arista
7"A- ~

18 Brownish
24 Feel sure of
25 -Gables
26 Italian island
27 Scottish
-'':
Island
Marx Bros.
28 Scheduled
29 Dry: Fr.
hit
8 Filling
31 Males
9 Appear
32 Paths
10 Poughkeep- 33Symptoms
sie university 35 Legal affair
11 Necessary
37 Cake layers
12 Arabian gulf 40 Besides
13 Master
41 Man's nick·

-

..

\
2421 SAN PEDRO NE

(505) 884-5113

A COMPLETE LINE
OF CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT
name
46 Tltl.a holders
48 Sofa
51 Quebec uni·
varsity
52 Cheer
53 Record
54 Wine area
55 Splendor
57 Clear as a
58 Sioux
59 ltalla capital
60 Miner's naii
63 Asian coin

PACKAGE DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
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NOW IN PROGRESS

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

HDHCIAP.
3 MEAT BURRIT'JS
3 REFRIED BEANS
Regular Price: $4.74

Sl.19

PlusTa•

16~

~

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

6:00 p.m. 'till Closing

~-ii&~

Classified Advertising Rates
per wordr $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

*
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*
*
~"----2o08-Centr-ai.S.E._~
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0

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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BREAKFAST

b~:;~~dh:::;h:~::h;;~ ~==~ ===~:~~~:·~~)

I
I
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............

NO. 1 TWO EGGS,
$2,15
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ............... 1.75
No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns & toast ........... ·....................•. 1.45
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast ...........................•.... · . 1.05

~:: !S~~~~i:~:~~~~~· :~~ ~~~~·:~~~~· :5~~~: ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ t~a:s~
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::::
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Until11 a.m. With Any of The Above Breakfasts

I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I
French Fries ...... $.40
One Egg ......... $.40
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ......... s. 70 I
Browns .......55
Pancake ...........30
Salad with choice of Dressing ................•.60
I . HashWestern
Style ....85
Toast & Jelly .......35
Extra Blue Cheese ..................... :15 1
I Onion Rings........65 Jelly ..............05 Tomatoes (3 slices) ..........................151
I Ranchero
Beans .............30
Crackers ...........05
American or Cheddar Cheese ...............•. 15
Sauce (8 oz.) .....•................ 50
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) ..•..•..... 151
I
Take Out on All Items
•
I
HAMBURGERS
c
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion & lettuce ........ $1.05
L
No.2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese ..........•..... 1.20
I
I
No. 3 BONANZA
1.75
I
No. 4 FIEST A BURGER
1.25
p
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce ............... 1.00
I
No.6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, &onion ....................... 1.00
&
I
SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato .... $.65
I
s
HAM, LEITUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ............ 1.20
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above .•••.•....•.••.....•...... 1.20
A
I
EGG, LEITUCE & TOMATO same as above ..................•....•.......90
v
I
E
MEXICAN FOOD
No. 7TACO meat, cheese, lettuce &tomato ............................... $,65
I
No.8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato .......•......•••...... "" ... 55
M
I
No.9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato .•....•••....•....•..... 1.95
BEEF with Chili Con C'ame , cheddar cheese & onion
E
I
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
N
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
I
u
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans ......................... 1.75
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz ..) ..•........•....•.. 59
.99
I
PLATTERS
I
6oz. TOP CHOP STEAK
$2.29
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL
1.89
I
5oz. RIB EVE STEAK-USDA Choice
3.99
I
I
CHEF SALAD
2.29
VEGETARIAN SALAD
2.09
I
I
DRINKS
I
I
............•....•...•.... $.24.30 .40
SOFT DRINKS
$.35.45 .55 I
I COff=EE
HOT TEA ...........................24 .30 .40
•. c. E. T.EA•..•...•..•..•.••.••....•...30. .4.o .so. I
Spiced or herbal tea .......... ..•..35 .40 .45
LEMONADE.•.•......•..•...•..........•..60
double meat, american cheese, thousand islancf, tomato, onion & lettuce ••••••••

chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce .

Cup

Bowl

Ground round, Te"as toast, french fries or hash browns with salad •••••••

Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island & onion, French fries & salad
TeHas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • •.

with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham & ~g ••••••••••

lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese & ~gs ••••• •.• • . . . . . . . . . . .

5centsoffonrefills

coke,dr.pepper&7up • . . . . . . .

I HOT CHOCOLATE OR APPLE CIDER ••.35 .45 .55
45 .55.751
45 .65 .85
I MILK ......••........•..•.....•....•.•35 .65 SHAKES
1
~~@~vrum~ RoLL
.55(
I
..I
L -------~--------------~

JUIC~ oran.ge,appte,tomato&grapeft~i~ ••••••••••
chocolate, strawberry & vamUa •• • • ••••••

6·pack frozen rolls $249
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